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Nominations

Plans to Slash Aid

by Jeanne Burke

participation

in volunteer

work

off campus. Ludemann stated that he
hoped
to make his own position
more

visible

on

campus

as a link

be-

tween the GU Administration and
over 600 student volunteers as well
as a ‘“‘liason between the University
as a whole and Washington.”
According to Ludemann, the ’79
Student ‘Senate created the District
Projects Fund, which receives $500700 each semester from student contributions and may be used by stu* dents to fund any activity that benefits the D.C. community. On campus,
Ludemann
coordinates
the
Community Action Coalition, a group

HOYA News Editor

CAC Coordinator Don Lubin exhorts the senators to volunteer.
chartered under the SAC.
Ludemann suggested that
generate

the SG

student interest in CAC

pro-

grams
by participating themselves
and thus, make a ‘‘statement in action, not word.”
After the speech, Senate President Steve Pully requested committee reports. Skonberg announced that the,

MCEC

had held a “technical meeting’’

on financial aid and related problems.

When questioned about probable tuition increases for next year, Skonberg responded that from each student’s

tuition,

approximately

an

ad-

ditional $135 would go directly toward financial aid while $200 would
help to reduce thé debt on the Intercultural
Center
and
renovation
of

Old North.
Sophomore

Senator

Phil

Inglima,

”
$12,000

debt

in

one

year

through

Chairman of the Student Activities
Commission, gave his report, includ-

cut-backs

ing

but Inglima stated that the SAC has

minutes

from

the

meeting.

Both

and

increased

advertising,

requested
$4,000 per year over a
three-year period.
After a brief Communications report from Sophomore Senator Jim
Sullivan, Pully officially nominated
Junior Senator Mary Taylor to the
MCEFEC. He also nominated Pete Rizzo, Sophomore Senator John Anthony and Senior Sean McCarthy to the
Student Life Policy Committee. The
Senate unanimously approved all nominations.
Pully then made what Sullivan
termed a ‘‘surprise nomination.” He
asked that Senior Senators Pete Rizzo and John Orrico chair the Election Commission. Sullivan objected
Continued on page 2

the HOYA and the Voice have requested additional money from the
SAC. In turn, the SAC appointed a
subcommittee to recommend reductions in the budgets submitted by
both
papers.
Senior Senator Pete
Rizzo questioned ‘the ‘“‘good faith”
of the HOYA to reduce its current
debt to the SAC and to spend its
allotted budget wisely. Inglima stated
that due to the HOY A’s poor budgeting and bad debts, the SAC will exercise more control in the future, “limiting expenditures and monitoring
cash flow.”
“Once
they [the papers] reach
their limit, they’re out,” said Inglima.
The HOYA had hoped to reduce a

GERMS May Emerge Next Semester
by Sarah Rosenson
HOYA

Associate Editor

A volunteer corps of undergraduate ‘students trained in emergency
medical techniques may begin serving
the Georgetown community next semester.

Robert Doherty (CAS ’83), who
has been working for two years to
get the program started, says ‘that
it has repeatedly
‘gotten bogged
down in red tape.” The two remaining obstacles include having students
who currently hold Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT) certificates
from their home states certified by
the city of Washington, and developing a feasible schedule of operation.
EMT
certification
courses require
80-100 hours of training in pre-hospital emergency procedures for ambulance

personnel.

The proposal Doherty submitted
for the Georgetown Emergency Response
Medical Services (GERMS)
calls for crews of two trained student
volunteers to carry a radio pager-and
to be dispatched to the scene of any
medical
emergency
by GUPS.
A
GUPS patrol car, equipped with the
necessary supplies for primary emergency medical care and stabilization,
would also be dispatched to the scene
and
a D.C. ambulance would be
called when necessary.
It is not clear whether having
such
an
immediately
responsive
crew
of trained
personnel would
have helped in the case of
Ed
Whalen,
a transfer
student
who
died last month after falling out of
a window on 4th Healy.

According
Emergency

to

Coordinator

Medical

Training

of
Pro-

grams at GU Hospital, R.W. “Hap”
Arnold, “every second he was lying
there he was losing more blood.
There are measures that could have
been taken, but there was confusion
as to the nature of the call. The EMTs
in the ambulance thought they were
coming to help someone who’d been
in a fight, and they weren’t mentally
prepared for what they found.”
According

to

Dr.

Thomas

Stair,

Assistant Director of the Emergency
Department at GU, “He had a really
serious combination of injuries. If he
had been taken to a full-scale trauma
center immediately, he would have
had a fighting chance, though still
not a good one. It’s impossible to say
for sure; the problem is we don’t
know how long he was lying there.”
“His position hadn’t been moved
at all when he was brought into the
emergency room,’ Stair continued,
“which was the correct way to handle it. I'm not aware of anything being done wrong, we just don’t know
how long he was lying there. Questions to examine in the future might
be how often the area is patrolled
and whether GUPS
officers know
basic first aid.”
According
to Director of Protective Services’ Charles Lamb, the
eight GUPS sergeants all have CPR
training.

Among

said

the

that

other

“some

officers,

have

Lamb

and

some

haven’t” had basic first aid, but at the
next annual training session an 8-10
hour first aid course will be required.
“Basic first aid is not really what
we need —it’s not enough to do much,”
said Lamb. ‘In a case like Whalen’s,
our basic premise

First aid

is not to move

wouldr’t

have

helped.

him.

But

EMTs are a world above. They could
stabilize injured people until the ambulance arrived.”
Doubts that administrators have
raised about the GERMS
proposal
centered
on insurance, reliability,
and need for the program.
The
University
was
concerned
that it not be held legally liable for
the injuries of people treated by the
student
EMTs.
According to Hap
Arnold, the students would be covered by good samaritan laws, which
provide that anyone who tries to help
an injured person in an emergency
situation is not liable for damages.
Arnold pointed out that the D.C.
law now containes a section specifically for EMTs, which means that
“short of a case of gross negligence,
the University would be under the
umbrella’
of the good
samaritan
laws.”
Another concern was that the service would have to be offered on an
every-day, round-the-clock basis, but
since students take exams and go on
vacations the program would not be
very reliable.
According to Arnold, “It’s surprising how
dependable
volunteer
organizations are. Even if the student EMTs were not here over certain vacations,
they will be here
when
the
campus population is
heaviest. It will be the group’s responsibility to let GUPS know when
they’re available to respond to calls
and when they’re not, but when
they’re not, the system will be the
same as it is now.”
Doherty pointed out that medical and dental students will also be
involved, and
their schedules
are
often different from the undergraduates’.

According to Lamb, “the questions of whether we have big enough
problems to warrant this type of program and whether we’re already getting adequate service are valid ones.
But if one person is saved, it’s important.”
Lamb, Director of Student Health
Services John Esswein, University In-

The Main Campus Finance Committee (MCFC) met last Friday to review the University’s financial aid
forecast and ‘concluded that if the
committee follows the recommendations it made last year, Georgetown
either will not be able to cover fullneed for the entire Class of 86 or
GU’s freshman admissions policy will
no longer be blind to the applicants’
ability to pay.
~ The MCFC, a body composed of
students, faculty, and administrators,
reviews requests for budget increases
and makes recommendations to the
Main Campus Provost, Father J. Donald Freeze.
Members noted that 1981-82 is
the first year that all four undergraduate classes were admitted under a
GU policy of meeting full financial
need. Four years ago, before the
Class of ’81 was admitted, the undergraduate population voted to adopt a
policy
of meeting
‘‘full-need” as

demonstrated

He

explained

from

state

grants

loans

will

80

to 90

“some
dents

are

be

eliminated.

percent

borrowing

(not

estimates

for

Pell Grants, SEOGs,

and

have

that

declined

following

the Reagan Administration’s budget
cuts, and added that the share. of
need to be covered by “self-help”
(loans, work-study, and summer em-

surance Officer Sam Browne, and Di-

ployment)

rector of Yates Denis Kanach have all
agreed to start the program on a test
basis. This means that after D.C. certification has been obtained, a schedule has been developed, and the proposal is cleared by the University’s
legal counsel, the GERMS program
could start next semester.

Based on these assumptions, Kohl
calculated the amount of financial
aid funds which would be required to
meet the financial need of next year’s
sophomore, junior, and senior classes.
Assuming that financial aid expenditures and the cost of attending
Georgetown rise by only 10 percent,

is reaching its limit.

Director
Kohl.

of

Financial

duced.

approach

to

economic

recovery

and

defensive procurement.
“The
only
difference
between
Eisenhower
and
Reagan
is David
Stockman,”
commented
Downey,
who harshly criticized two of the
three major provisions of the President’s economics program. “Reagan
wants to decrease the size of government to get money to give back to
the people in the form of a tax cut.
We are in the process of transferring
the wealth of this nation from the
bottom 40 percent of the population
to the top 10 percent,” complained
the New York Congressman.
More scathing words were directed at the tax proposal, with Downey
calling
it “the most insane thing I
have ever seen the Congress do.” He
. further explained that “economically

tion

of

some

subsidation

programs,

and the limiting of the aid program
to pregnant mothers. As for the Senatorial approval of the cuts in the hot
lunch program for school children,

Downey

that

feels

‘‘the

Senators

a

motive

for

Reagan’s

giant

arms

build-up. “We're doomed to co-exist,”
commented Downey, and ‘“‘no amount
of weaponry will change that.”
“Putting the MX missile on the
C-5A aircraft is utterly ridiculous,” remarked Downey. “The only problem
is that the wings fall off after about
5,000 hours of air flying time. Having
a missile that we do not need on a
plane

that

falls apart is a pretty good

should eat some of that stuff; it may
clear their heads.”
Rep. Downey termed the President’s
speech of last Thursday as
“an economic recovery for his economic recovery program,” and rejected the administration’s notion that

“The window of vulnerability so
often referred to by the administration to illustrate our subordinance to
the Soviets,” said Downey, “is simply
non-existent. Russia has never fired

depressing

are

more than a few missiles at the same

of the Reagan program.
been implemented, he

time before, so the idea that they
would launch a first strike is simply
ridiculous.
Besides,”
continued
Downey, ‘if the Russians do attack,
and remarkably Reagan is awake and
coherent, he will not just let them
walk in. I cannot imagine'this guy surrending to anyone.
“We can only take technology so
far in order to meet this perceived
threat,” remarked Downey. “We need

economic

not the result
It has not yet
added.
“We have
policy since
for businesses
to January,

indicators

had a tight monetary
January, the tax break
was made retro-active

and

we have

been

making

budget cuts since March, so the President’s plan has been executed, and it
is just failing,” he concluded.
By far the most critical remarks

combination.”

;

Ken

Unless more

working students

find employment’
outside of GU,
there will not be enough on-campus
jobs to fulfill the self-help projections
of the MCFC’s forecast, he explained.
“The
’'best,” brightest,
cheeriest
news the Financial Aid Office is giving out is that ‘we think we know
where we are,’ >> Kohl said. However,
“It may be that this coming year will
be the first that the University considers ability to pay as an admissions
factor.”

Group Fights for Voting Rights Act
According to Bill Morton, organizer of GU’s division of the NAACP,
critics of the Act argue that it has
served its original purpose, namely
the suspension of literacy tests and
poll taxes used to prevent the majority of southern blacks from registering to vote. However, Morton explained, the Virginia state legislature
is currently involved in electoral redistricting that ‘dilutes minorities’
power of the vote, and affects black
representation in Congress.”

The Voting Rights Act of 1965,
enacted by the U.S. Congress to remedy long-standing abuses of the Fifteenth
Amendment
guaranteeing
black Americans the right to vote, is
due to expire in 1982 unless Congress approves an extension. In a
campaign to urge such approval, the
GU chapter of the NAACP, the GU
Social Democrats, the Black Student
Alliance, and the Community Action
Coalition
were
out
Monday
and
Tuesday seeking student signatures
on letters to Congressmen.
Bills to extend the Voting Act’s
provisions
were
introduced
in
the Senate by Senators Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Mac Mathias (RMd.), and in the House by Representative Peter Rodino, Jr. (D-N.J.). Both
bills would extend the Act for ten
years. The House vote was scheduled
for Thursday, October 1.

Under the Voting Rights Act, the
Justice Department is empowered to
review any such redistricting plans;
since. 1965, 800 voting procedures
changes on the state and local level
have been rejected. Should the Act
be
allowed
to expire,
safeguards
against
such
racial
discrimination
would no longer exist, Morton noted.

“This is a very significant piece of
social legislation, but it’s going to be
a battle to ‘get it passed,” said Morton. He pointed out that the Reagan
Administration
has
“no
clear-cut
commitment
to extension
of the
Voting Rights Act.”
The

GU

groups

spearheading

“It. wasn’t a festival atmosphere.
Everyone there was serious in recognizing the need to address the issues,”
Morton said. This type of labor/civil
rights coalition is necessary to reverse
the Reagan trend.”

to build up more arms that are less
sophisticated and can do the job without technical complications.”
After completing his opening remarks, the New York Democrat yielded to some questions from the audience. Downey’s responses made clear
his position on several issues:
e He feels that the best aircraft in
the U.S. fleet is the F16, which contains ‘“‘the equipment to do anything
we need, to shoot down anything the
Russians have and more. Yet, the
plane is not so sophisticated that the
mechanical failures would preclude
its effective operation.”
e Downey sees ithe new Reagan
12 percent decrease in federal spending as being “difficult if not impossible to pass in the House.” During the
round of cuts, “the President made
all kinds of promises to the
Republican congressmen and

various
as a re-

sult they voted as a party bloc as never before. But now he has to break
his word,
and thus he will not get
the kind of interparty support he
had the last time.”
e He
has
strong feelings that
Walter
Mondale
will receive
the
Democratic
nomination
in
1984,
and
sees Ted
Kennedy
as being
“unelectable.”

the

letter campaign were represented at
September
19th’s
Solidarity
Day
march on the Mall, which participants described as “‘a statement that
the Reagan Administration doesn’t
have a mandate from the working
class to slash away at social programs.”

BY C. E. CALLSEN

Representative Thomas Downey
(D-N.Y.), elected to Congress at age
25 seven years ago, visited the Georgetown campus Monday, lecturing to an
attentive crowd’ in the White Gravenor Building. Although there was no
set topic for discussion, Downey, a
graduate of Cornell, focused his remarks on the Reagan Administration’s

aimed at the administration were in
the area of defense. Downey cited
America’s “let’s kick some ass—football mentality’ with the Russians as

Aid

we expect parents to pay,” he added.
Kohl also cited the need for “a
major effort” by students to seek
jobs off campus. Students are limited
by both the availability of on-campus
worky/study jobs and by restrictions
that limit the amount one can earn in
such a job before other elements of
one’s financial aid package are re-

PHOTO

HOYA Staff Writer

it cannot work unless the people reinvest the funds. If they do not, then
the money does not come back into
the economy to do any good.”
Nor did the Administration’s budget cutting procedures escape Downey’s criticism. He was grieved by the
cutting of student loans, the cancella--

all because

of need); the reason for this is that
they’re trying to reduce the amount

Congressional Prodigy Rates Administration
by Rich Mathias

Still,

of our stu-

bya needs test. They

voted to allocate a $200 increase in
tuition to pay for this effort.
The policy, however, has cost considerably more than that $200, and
last year, a large chunk of the $775
tuition increase went to maintaining
the policy.
Thus the MCFC voted for a resolution which would allow financial
aid expenditures to increase only as
fast as tuition.
Financial Aid Director Ken Kohl
prepared two scenarios for the financial aid program, each of which promised deficits of 40 to 50 percent in
funding grants for the incoming class.
funds

need

HOYAFILE PHOTO

In an open session Sunday night,
the Student Senate approved subcommittee nominations and hosted
guest speaker Don Ludemann, District Action Coordinator at GU.
Junior Senator Steve Skonberg,
co-chairman of the Overhead subcommitte of the Main Campus Finance Committee, introduced all appointees to the MCFC subcommittees
and moved for confirmation of these
appointments.
}
After the Senate gave its unani‘mous approval, Student Government
President Steve Mardiks welcomed
Don Ludemann from the Community Action Coalition. Ludemann,
District Action Coordinator, spoke
about his own role and that of student government in encouraging student

little money will be left for the freshman class. Under Option A, a shortfall of almost $700,000 (50% of its
requirements) would be applied to
the class. Under Option B, the shortfall would total $560,000 (42%).
The cost of continuing to meet
full need, according to Kohl’s model,
would be an extra $550 to $685,000.
One victim of federal cuts has
been the Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) Program. “If you get a needbased loan in your financial aid package, you will still get one,” Kohl explained, but in the future all non-

by Kelly Reilly

Staff Writer

"HOY ASTAFF PHOTO

HOYA

Congressman Downey addresses Reagan Administration.
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SG Nominations Approved

Student Life Committee ‘‘Starting Over’’
HOYA Staff Writer

Last year the Student Life Policy
Committee
evaluated and re-wrote
its constitution and charter, an effort

, which

resulted

in a new

name

and

sharper focus for the group. The new

‘name,

Student

Life

Committee,

“more
clearly
reflects
what
the
Committee does and the purpose it
. serves,” according to Associate Dean
of Student Affairs William Shuerman.
After ten years of existence this
committee is in a sense starting over.

With its revised constitution and new
~

chairman Dr. Michael Foley, the SLC
should be able to set guidelines for
its role as a forum for discussion of

student
- there

affairs at GU.

were

some

“In the past

unrealistic

expecta-

tions as to what the SLPC was. There

were ongoing feelings that the SLPC

had,” said Dean Schuerman,
“The
Student
Life Committee,
like all others on campus, is strictly
an advisory committee,” Schuerman
stressed. Committees have the power
to advise the administration, which
in turn formulates policy. The SLC is
responsible for reviewing aspects of
student life outside the classroom; its
findings
and
suggestions
are forwarded to the Dean of Student Affairs William Stott.
The SLC is essentially a hearing
body that will discuss specific problems and complaints which could affect the student body as a whole, including issues such as the lottery system, special interest housing, and stu-

dent ‘activities. The new SLC constitution

states

that “it shall serve as a

:

forum for discussion of University issues, or sociological conditions which
affect the quality of student life
fundamentally.”
:
Students (undergraduate and graduate), faculty, administrators, alumni, the Jesuit community, the Library staff, the Office of Admissions
and Records, and the Office of Student
Affairs
are
all represented
among the eighteen members, who
are appointed by the Vice President

of Student Affairs after nomination
by the groups they represent. The
Provost (Father Freeze) nominates
the Chairperson
from among
the
three faculty members.
The SLPC
originated from reccommendations made in 1970 by a
Task Force on the Quality of Student Life. At the time there was considerable concern on the part of cerRR

PHOTO

had been stripped of policy making
powers that, in fact it never really

BY JAMES LINDLEY

continued from page 1
by Mary Prohinsky

New SLC Chairman Michael Foley
tain alumni and parents regarding
policies governing student life on
campus,

man.

according

to

Dean

Schuer-

strongly to the fact that the nomination was not on the agenda. Pully
claimed that “extenuating circumstances’ forced him to make the sudden nomination.
Junior Senator Monica
Medina
questioned Rizzo’s seriousness with
regard to Senate activities. Rizzo replied that he would take his duties
seriously as chairman. Pully then expressed his plan to entrust the Election Commission with the details of
the elections and to “get rid of needless rules.”
Before
adjourning the meeting,
Pully opened the floor to comments
from observers. Voice reporter Danny Eaton asked about the Senate’s
closed meeting with Deans Stott and

Schuerman. Pully responded that the
Senate had
ther” with

an “informal get-togethe Deans to “get to

know
the administration.”” He said
that the regular meeting was cancelled last week and therefore, the Senate has not held its first closed
meeting.

The issue of closed meetings, he
added, was ‘“‘not something the Senate had to take a vote on.” According to Pully, as Senate President, he
has the power to make such a deci-

sion. Pully also stated that the rules
of the Senate implied that the Senators “air out problems among themselves” rather than in the campus
newspapers. Because the events of
last -week’s meeting were leaked to
the HOYA, Pully said that the trust
among Senators had been “breached.”
~ Without requesting a motion for
adjournment, Pully abruptly ended
the meeting.

News Briefs

HMA

Sessions,

Tutors Needed
The

History

Majors

Association

began their program year last Thursday with a discussion on the question
“Does Georgetown fulfill its purposes

and

sity?”
course

responsibilities

Topics
of the

as

a

univer-

discussed during
session included

the
stu-

dent and faculty workload and class/
section size.
)
This semester HMA plans to feature at least three historical films,
including Louis XIV, in addition to
a November 12 “Fireside Chat” with
History Professor Peter Dunkley. According to John Moore, the group
does not function ‘just for history
majors, but for all students interested
in history in some way or another.
The activities planned are open to
everyone.”
The Higher Achievement Program
of Gonzaga College High School has
announced that it is looking for volunteers to tutor Sth-9th grade students one evening per week. Persons
interested

ically

in

working

promising

Gonzaga

with

students

neighborhood

academ-

from

the

have

been

directed to call Dan Cotter at 8421650 from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. An
orientation meeting has been scheduled for 6:30 p.m. on October 6th in
the Gonzaga library, 19 Eye Street,
N.W.
*

*

*

The Committee on Institutional
Cooperation
(CIC),
‘the
academic
consortium of the Midwest’s Big Ten
universities and the University of
Chicago, will offer up to 60 fellow-

“ships in the social sciences, humanities,

natural

sciences,

and engineering

mathematics

for

the

1982-83

school year. The program is designed
to increase the representation of minority groups among those who hold
doctorates in those areas.
Minority students who have or
will receive a bachelor’s degree by
August 1982 are eligible to apply for
the awards of full tuition plus a stipend of at least $5,000 for four academic years at one of the 11 CIC
universities. Students have been advised to apply early this fall; the =
deadline is January 15. Detailed information about the fellowships program is available from: CIC Minorities Fellowships Program, Kirkwood
Hall 111, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405.
*

*

*

The Intercultural Coffee Hours return

to

Healy

Program

Room

Wed-~

nesdays from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
\

Wisconsin &
K Sts. N.W.

1333-2897:
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
PRESENTS IN CONCERT

GREAT LIVE
ROCK & ROLL
EVERY WEEKEND!
FREE ADM. 8-9 P.M.

Sun., Oct. 4,8 & 11 p.m.
Adm. $6

2

NRBQ

Mon., Oct. 5,8 & 11 p.m.
ADM. $5.00
from Orleans

JOHN HALL

Wed., Oct. 7,9p.m.

ADM. $4.00

ICEHOUSE

Thur, Oct.8,8 & 11 p.m.

ADM. $5.00

CRYSTAL SHIP

Sun., Oct. 11,8&

11 p.m.

ADM. $3.50

NOVO COMBO
TICKETS AT TICKETRON

Council Elections Scheduled
said
1celSe-

sed

She
Se-

cor, he
eciules
enapus

of
| to
rust

2d.”
for
ded

ion
1rsion

po/erthe

by Rich Mathias
HOYA Staff Writer

Each of GU’s
five undergraduate schools are now in the process
of electing freshman members to
their
respective
academic
councils. To date, only the School
of
Foreign Service and the School of
Languages
and
Linguistics
have
held their elections.
;
Out
of a field of six candidates,
the
School
of Foreign
Service
students
chose
Kurt
Sticher
and
Kathy
Daniels.
Academic
Council
President
Eric
John revealed four major goals the
council will pursue in the upcoming
year: “We will try to integrate Math
and Sciences options into the SFS
list of supporting classes, and will
suggest a Science and Technology
- field within the division of International Affairs,” said John.
The
council also informed
the
HOYA that a “committee will try to
get a Governors Panel on campus
in
February
when
the
nation’s
governors will be meeting here ‘in
Washington.”” John remarked that
“last year we had
one governor
and
saw
a large
turnout, and
this
year
we
are
looking
to get
several
governors
here
in a panel

type structure.”
Results of the election to the
School of Languages and Linguistics
(SLL) which was held Wednesday,

were not available at press time.
The SLL Academic Council plans
to publish a bi-monthly newsletter
for all SLL students, and. in November will sponsor an open house for
high ‘school students who live less
than two hours away.
As
for some
long
term
projects,
the Council will have the
SLL
Christmas
Caroling
contest,
with = several
foreign
language
groups
competing
in
their
respective languages.
On March
27
the
School will have its annual
World’s Fair, where representatives
of various cultures will set up exhibits
and sponsor entertainment

Candidates
are just
their campaigns for the

Arts

and. Sciences

all night.

beginning
College of

Council,

which

will take on will be a “Conference on
Liberal Arts in the Business World.”
There will be a panel of prominent
business figures and individual speakers as well as a host of University
professors involved in the event, the
date for which has hot been announced.
The School of Business Administration will hold its election on October 5 and 6. Marie Heffernan, President of the SBA Council, told the
HOYA that ‘the Council serves as a
liason between the student and the
faculty, and we will work to further
that communication.” As for the
SBA’s major goal, they will “sponsor
a

business

week,

where

the

various

clubs within the school will sponsor
speakers and events, and then the
council itself will sponsor a major
“guest speaker for the event,” report-

will hold an election October 6 and
7
ed Heffernan.
Council President Judy Costello
The schedule of elections for the
explained
various
ideas
that
the
School of Nursing (GUNS) was not
Committee
will pursue during the
available to the HOYA at press time.
year: “We will sponsor bi-monthly
“Meet the Deans” nights for fresh- - A member of the Council did report,
however, that the Council will sponmen, and separate such events for
sor a lecture by a prominent speaker
transfer students,” reported Costello.
that will be open to the entire underThe Course Critique, which was forgraduate population. They will also
merly compiled by the Academic
hold a career day in November to aid
Councils of all five undergraduate
students
finalizing
professional
schools, will. now be the responsichoices. A semi-formal dance for the
bility of the CAS Council. “Students
undergraduate students will conclude
fill out evaluation forms for the variGUNS?’ current calendar.
ous courses and instructors and we
will compile the information and distribute it,”’ said Costello.
Another large project the Council

rr
Plans for potential restoration and renovation of the Riggs Library, currently used as the main facilities of

the Fine Arts Department. That department was informed recently that it would have to move to annasyel
undisclosed site to make way fora project such as the dining hall pictured above.

Lecture by
Jeff Mac Nelly,
| creator of the comic strip,

“SHOE”

THE TOWERS PUB
IS RE-OPENING SOON
Help Wanted

A Change for M&B

CALL 625-4728

Rights to Play Denied
Mask and Bauble’s scheduled production of Marty, a stage adaptation
of two plays by the late Paddy Chayefsky, was cancelled Tuesday because
of difficulties in obtaining rights to
do

the

revised

version

authored

by

GU student Tom Kiely,
Student adaptation of an estab~ lished work originally meant for television was a new venture for Mask
and Bauble. The production’s stage
manager Stefanie Sovak explained,
however,
that
because Chayefsky
died

recently,

the

group

had

trouble

getting the rights.
A cast had been
chosen and rehearsal schedule set,
but the fact that Kiely’s play was an
adaptation of two works (Marty and
The Bachelor Party) may have stood
in the way of approval by copyright
authorities.

LSAT

“It just seems so absurd—Chayefsky was getting full credit for everything,” Kiely said. Apparently an
agent encouraged the adaptation of
Marty, saying it had been done before; the only problem foreseen was
that some of the material integrated
in the M & B version had not yet been
approved for the stage.

Kiely

worked

on his adaptation

with the cooperation of the Fine Arts

Department

and

the Folger Shakes-

peare Library. “Mine wasn’t an attempt to bastardize the original. It
was just a student effort to make a
television play more workable for the
stage,” Kiely explained.
Mask and Bauble plans to replace
Marty with the play J.B. by Archibald
MacLeish. Auditions will be held tonight at 6 p.m. in Poulton Hall.

Monday, Oct. 5, 8 p.m.

Gaston Hall
Admission is Free
FAST LANE
PRODUCTIONS
presents live!
Sundays with

' Mac Nelly will lecture while drawing characters
from “Shoe” on an overhead projector.

y
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Machu Pichu Orchestra.

SHOE

Oct. 18 & 25.
Reggae Rockers w/ Mighty
Invaders —Fri., Oct. 2 and

_

every Thursday in October.
Don’t Miss Burn ’Em Up
Tuesday! Oct. 13
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West Brook Country Rock
Rhythm and Blues at:

THE LAST HURRAH
1415 22nd St., N.W.
9:00 p.m.—2:00 a.m.

$5.00 per person cover
includes one drink per person

223-1881
REDUCED DRINK PRICES

GMAT

The quickest way to get
emergency money.

Our nationwide course taught

by same local attorneys for
past 50 consecutive exams.
Classes at Marriott-Key Bridge
Rosslyn, Virginia

IBEX Review Course
-12 South Adams Street
Rockville, Md. 20850

(301) 340-3003

(301)340-3005

PLAY BEAT THE CLOCK!

SS
25¢ Draft
5p.m.-6p.m.

50¢ Draft

6pm-7p.m.

75¢ Draft
7p.m-8p.m.

Stroh’s or Michelob on Tap!
No rules! No prizes! Just beer and Booey! Also: Till
Halloween, a free Draft upon request with the purchase of
any specialty sandwich. Try one of our new Sammy’s: The

These days a trip to the college book-

store can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that’s about
all you need to make the one phone call

that can replenish your depleted funds
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

card. A Western Union Charge Card
Money Order, up to $1,000, will be

flashed to the Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.

3.

Pick up your money—usually within

two hours—at the local Western Union
1. Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.

office or agent. There are 8,500 nationally, except in Alaska. Conveniently,

about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It’s that easy.

Be sure to remind your parents about

Herb ‘n’ Verb, The Seascape, The Chairman’s Report from

2 m Ask them to call Western Union’s
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in Mis-

our toll-free number. It’s all they need to

the Bureau of Missing Toast.

souri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or

back you up at the bookstore.

night. They charge the money and service fee to their MasterCard® or VISAt

*The MasterCard name is owned by Interbank Card
+The VISA name is owned by VISA International.

“The Invisible Deli of Georgetowne”®3625 Prospect®St.® 333-4810
And at 5252 Wisconsin Ave..® Corner of Wisconsin & Jennifer St.¢686-5805

Association.

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.
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YES, T AGREE...
{'T WOULD

HAVE BEEN

A GREAT

RECEPNON,

RUT

Since 1920

AFFORD

athletic program.
But all is not well in paradise.
In a small room in the basement of White
Gravenor, the Director of Financial Aid tells
his colleagues, “It may be that this coming year
~ will be the first that the University considers
ability to pay as an admissions factor.”
In other

words, those who

have the misfor-

tune to hail from a family of less than well-todo means may now find Georgetown too ex~ pensive—or worse—may be denied admission altogether. .
The word, full of its nasty connotations, is
“elitism.”
For the past four years, GU has operated under the “ability to pay” method. The standard
was applied, not at the admissions level, but at
the student accounts level: everyone of accept“able intellect gets in—pay what you can.
A popular economics text explains that this

| policy is based on the assumption that “each
dollar... paid by the rich person ‘hurts’ less
than each dollar paid by a poor one.”
GU apparently is inclined to abandon these
noble principles. A combination of rising costs,
decreased availability of federal funds, and an
artificial cap placed on financial aid expendi~ tures has placed GU in this position.
But wait a minute! Is it really too late?
While the Main Campus Finance Committee

—

(MCFC) decided last year that financial aid expenditures should go up only as fast as tuition,

the present MCFC

is not bound by that rec-

ommendation.
Several years ago, before the full-need policy,

financial aid expenditures were not to rise any
slower than tuition!

Somehow,

the: floor

has

. turned into a ceiling.
The only real obstacle, then, is money.
That,

of course,

is an

understatement.

But

the question, really, is a matter of priorities.
The administration has let it be known that
such building projects as the Intercultural Center and the University Center take precedence
over the housing shortage and rising tuition

costs.
Apparently it takes precedence over the abil-

ity of the financially unlucky to get a high- gust
ity education as well.

Dean William Stott has announced that $30
‘million of capital campaign funds will go toward a University Center. The difference between an egalitarian and an elitist financial aid
policy is only half a million dollars a year.

These price tags should be compared in view
of a common goal: Georgetown wants to remain a quality educational institution in the
coming years as the student “pool” shrinks and
competition for quality students intensifies.
The administration has embarked on a stra-.
tegy of upgrading the comforts of GU. They
seem

to be

doing

so, however,

at the expense

of eliminating from the pool of students those
who cannot afford GU without financial help.
They will be in great shape to choose from
the children of the wealthy, but what of the
rest?

\

After

a two-year

obstacles,

and

struggle
a hesitant

against red tape,
administration,

the Georgetown Emergency Response Medical
Services program may become a reality next
formed of the students’ schedule, the GUPS
“semester. Right now it is important for the GU
officers can simply revert to the current method
community to express its support for this beneof handling medical calls when the students are
away.
ficial service. It is also important to examine
Administrators also question the need for a
some of the doubts that have been raised conprogram like GERMS. Clearly, such a need
cerning the program.
does exist. The Georgetown community is
Some administrators point out that a service
quite large and covers a geographic area which
like GERMS would have to be provided on an
is often not easily accessible to D.C. ambulances.
everyday, round-the-clock basis, and they question the ability of students to perform so relia- ~ Last year GUPS received 278 calls for medical
bly.
assistance, which amounts to more than one
each day that school was in session. The serIt is true that the availability of individual
vices rendered by the GERMS volunteers, rangstudents varies as test dates and paper deadlines
approach. But many students balance their acaing from making people with broken bones
demic commitments with commitments to jobs,
more comfortable until the ambulance arrives
social action programs, sports teams, and camto possibly saving lives, would certainly make
pus activities. There is no reason to believe that
the program worthwhile.
i
student EMTs would be any less reliable. In
GERMS can start working next semester if
fact, anyone who has gone through the rigorstudents who already have EMT training are
ous and time-consuming training necessary to
certified by D.C., and if a working schedule of
receive an EMT certificate has already proven
student volunteers is drawn up. Those students
“his or her commitment and dependability.
who "are interested in participating, including
It is also true that students go on vacation,
those who have EMT, CPR, or first aid training,
and it may or may not be possible to continue
as well as those who have no training but are
the GERMS service over such times as Christinterested in the program, should contact Bob
mas break. However, thisis certainly not a valid | Doherty in Henle 81 at 965-1853.
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of closing the sessions to the public.

All of this leads me to- my main
question: what have they got to hide?

As a matter

The neighboring U.S. Congress func-

dent

I am outraged at the Student Senate’s 10-1 vote to hold “‘informal gettogethers,” i.e., to close most of the
Senate’s
sessions.
Notwithstanding
that the Senate’s constitution seems
to have been rudely violated by this
decision, an even more menacing fact
is revealed: the Senate is continuing

along a path of ever-increasing isolation from the student body it is supposed to represent.
In all honesty, very few students
care
about
student
government,
which is a shame. Yet, it’s up to the
student government to arouse interest. Instead, it has been drifting further and further from the student
body into its own private, secluded,
shell. Even senators such as Jimmy
Sullivan; who ran on a platform calling for improvement of Senate-stu-

communication,

close

voted

in favor

of fact, the decision to

the sessions basically cut off

the remaining channel of communication that still existed between the
Senate and the student body—the
campus newspapers. Very few people
spend their Sunday nights attending
Senate meetings; rather, the few students who are interested in student

To the Editor,
As the current editor of three sis-

ters, I'am dismayed by the blatantly
false information printed about the
magazine in Judd Allen’s article entitled “Cramer Heads Student Activities.” Mr. Cramer is quoted as follows:
“Three Sisters [sic] did not go
over budget, but they’ ve been allotted
$14,500 annually and put out a lavdent

poets

They

used

that
and

publishes
has

no

no stu-

advertising.

to aim ‘at becoming

circulated

journal

but

a nanow

we have no clear understanding of
their goal.”
Had Mr. Allen sought to verify the
information in those statements, he
would have discovered that they contain only one element of truth: that

three sisters did not go over budget.
The figure of $14,500 cited as
that budget is absurd. Four years ago
the magazine received approximately
$10,000, and the budget has consistently decreased each year. The
magazine has hardly been as “lavish”
as Mr. Cramer seems to believe. The
allotted money barely covered thin
issues. For examples of truly “lavish”
magazines, I invite Mr. Cramer to
look at copies of student publications
from colleges and universities comparable to Georgetown. I doubt that
he would continue to describe three
sisters in the same way.
As to the matter of advertising,
Mr. Cramer is again in error. Last year

he and the SAC informed three sisters
that advertising would be required to
help subsidize the budget. We complied, and both our fall and spring issues contained
advertisements. At
budget hearings last April, which Mr.
Cramer
attended, this accomplishment was noted and plans were made
to increase that revenue this year.
Although three sisters ‘has been
negligent in publishing student poetry
in the past two years (only one student was published in the fall issue)
the artwork, photography and book
reviews
have
been
supplied
by
Georgetown undergraduates. We do
not have a policy against publishing
student work, as Mr. Cramer seems
to imply. To the contrary, we encourage students to submit to the magazine.
However,
we have suffered
from a lack of undergraduate input:
submissions from students have con-.
stituted only approximately 15% of
the total each semester. It is one of
our goals this year to remedy that situation by giving the magazine greater

publicity,

thereby

encouraging

stu-

dents to submit.
Contrary to Mr. Cramer’s statement, our goal has never been to become

“a

nationally

circulated

jour-

nal.” Like other universities, we send
our magazine to subscribers around
the country, but this is not our primary funtion. Our goal, as stated
specifically in a letter that I submitted
last year to both Mr. Cramer and
SAC, “is to provide a publication
which not only encourages the students’ literary pursuits, but also enhances Georgetown’s reputation in
the arts.” When the letter was reviewed at the second budget hearing,
it was my impression that everyone
had a clear understanding of the goals
of three sisters.
This is a difficult time for the magazine. In the past we have not been
involved enough with the student
body

and now

we are suffering for it.

tions

very

well

with

its format

of

open sessions. Why can’t the GU Sen-

senators argue that those publications

ate function similarly? Shoud not all
issues discussed in the Senate’s meetings be open to the student body?
The student Senate’s answer to this
question’ is apparently, “no.” Censored information such as minutes, is
not a substitute for the free press;
the idea of putting on a show for
the students in the form of an open

present a distorted picture of student
government activities. That may be
true, but I'll take my chances with a
non-partisan newspaper reporter over
receiving my information from Senator Pully’s press secretary. (Yes, GU
politics is big time now—press setretaries and all!)
:

product” will be displayed is utterly
ridiculous. We might as well have a
monthly Mask and Bauble production of Senate meetings. At least that
way
the goal ‘of making student
Senate meetings “more interesting” will be achieved.

government

get

from the HOYA

their

information

and the Voice. The

As the article correctly stated, we
have received funds for only one
more issue. Our precarious-position is
not helped by the publication of
false, damaging information. three
sisters has agreed to correct the problems of the past and we hope to re-

build in the rest of the students the
belief in the magazine that we on the
staff possess. However, for us to succeed

in this endeavor,

meeting

in

The

Cramer Quoted False Info

tionally

reason to kill the program, since the student
volunteers will be available when the campus
population/is high. As long as GUPS is kept in-

FEATURES: Jennifer Blackman, Pat Bradley, Margaret Cottoia, Elise Desperito, Mary
O'Shea, Gloria Quinn, A. S. Simpson, Kara Swisher, Peter Winkler, Mark White

“The Senate Is Digging Its Own Grave’

ish magazine

Good Samaritans
legal

=m

it is necessary

that we receive the cooperation and
support of Mr. Cramer and the SAC.
Jennifer Gugel

which

Senate

is

‘the

digging

finished

its

own

grave by drifting away from the student body. It no longer represents it
and is therefore becoming useless
“dead weight’ which will eventually

|

have to be eliminated. A strong warning was issued by the students when

they voted Mardiks & Perez into office on a joke platform. This was a
clear vote of no-confidence to student
government. One can only hope that
with the efforts of people such as

Senator

Medina,

the tide will turn

and the Senate will again represent
the student body rather that its own
petty politics.
Gil Tenzer
SBA 84

Mardiks Has It Backwards
To the Editor,
It is indeed a time for concern
when the Student Government President expresses his role as “. . . articulating the decisions of the ad ministration to the students.” In case Mr.
Mardiks is not aware of the fact, implicit in -the the phrase “Student
Government” is the representation of
the student’s point-of-view to the administration, not vice-versa. In short,
we

elected

you

President,

Mr.

Mar-

diks, not the ad ministration.
It sickens me to read that both
the administration and our “representatives’ spent a part of the meeting taking cheap shots at the campus
press. This not only amounts to a
clear case of talking behind the papers’ backs, since it was a closed
meeting, but it is also an'indication
of the immaturity of some of our esteemed

Senators.

I am not suggesting that the Student Government and the administration must necessarily be adversaries,
but to read that the meeting was apparently little more than a ‘Hail,
Hail, the Gang’s all Here” session is

“student representative’
convene the next time.

before you
i
Danny Eaton
SES 84.

Mary’s Name
Really Marty
To the Editor,
“Thank you for doing with a stroke
of a pen what a score of doctors in
Sweden have been incapable of doing
for years. Whether inadvertently or
Antentionally,
your newspaper has
succeeded in bringing about a sexual
transformation of yours truly.
In my viewpoint article of last
week’s issue of the HOYA, you incorrectly identified me as “Mary”
instead of “Marty” Van Opdorp in
the byline. Mary Jane is my mother’s
name. Maybe you’re just confused.
To

nor

set the

do

change

record

I intend

straight, I have not

to undergo

a sex,

operation.

revolting. The Student Government
is not supposed to work with us for

With all due respect, I suggest that
your typesetting staff take a course
in either remedial reading or basic
‘anatomy.
y

them, but with them for us.
Senators, I suggest that each one

Ambivalently yours,
Mary [Marty Van Opdorp

of you takes a hard look at the words

SES
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The HOYA Letter
Policy
and guest column

The

HOYA

welcomes

letter

(Rosirums) from our readers and

make every effort to publish as many submissions as
possibie. All submissions should be delivered to the
HOYA
oifice in Copley basement, typed and
doublespaced. We reserve the night to edit for length
and clarity.
Best read letters are undzr 300 words in length. All

letters must be signed and should include the writer’s
school and class, or position with the University, or
home address. If desired, the HOYA will withhold a

name from publication, but no unsigned letters will
be printed. All letters become the property of the
HOY A.
columns are
ROSTRUM
generally longer
than letters, and explore a particular topic in more
depth. We welcome Rostrum submissions from all
sectors of the University community. A writer's
name will not be withheld from a Rostrum.
To facilitate inclusion in the following -Friday’s
issue, letters are due no later than Tuesday and
Rostrum submissions must be in by Monday.
- -HOYA Board of Editors

——

vated Old North, and the pride of a winning

To COME!

I

Screwed Up Priorities
The Intercultural Center is well on its way.
~ Its presence among Georgetown’s many fine
buildings is a testimony to educational excellence.
We can see, in our minds’ eye, the gothic
lines of Village B, the modern form of a University Center, the tradition of a newly-reno-

NO ONE CVD
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Sleuth Scoops Stott Soiree

at nothing to insure their aims; yet,
I proceeded undaunted.

TAILGUNNING

John p. mccarthy
I lit a La Corona whiff and slipped
across the road to Old North. 1
kicked the door open. That was a
mistake. Armed now with a fractured
tibia, I located the air conditioning
duct precisely where it had been
marked on my blueprint. I pried the
grating open
and began crawling.
Within minutes I had a birds-eye view
of Dean Stott’s office. All the players
were
present: Mardiks and Perez,
Pully and Anthony, Inglima and Medina, Sullivan and Skonberg, Rizzo
and Orrico, Lowe and Taylor, Ferris
and Hogan, and, of course; Stott and
Schuerman.
In addition, I noticed
that Danny Eaton was sjuealing outside the door, hoping io gain entry.

The composite vision’ reminded me
of Plato’s Retreat and I upchucked
on the red lining of my cape. Even a
man called Intrepid cannot escape
Marriott.
Fully recovered and cleansed, I
detected that something decisive was
;about to happen when Steve Pully,
the duly elected President of the Senate, stood up to speak. He was a little

as Mary Taylor and Chris Lowe were
hissing,
scratching,
and
tugging at
each other’s hair. I gasped. Apparently, their altercation stemmed from a

debate
on whether or not Yates
should charge females for jock-straps.
I couldn’t decipher who won, but
Senator Lowe’s voice did seem a few
decibels higher after the incident.
Then I spied Monica Medina in
the corner with a tape recorder. She
looked like the Statue of Liberty—a
vanguard of justice. I cheered. But
unfortunately,
Steve
Mardiks also
noticed her. He raced over to her and

ernment.

I just want

TO TRUST Me”

Soar

Student Government dossier (complete with pictures). My mission, as
precarious as it may appear, was to
record the clandesting Student Senate
meeting being held in Dean Stott’s
office. I realized that I was dealing
with a ruthless band that would stop

WANT 10 HAMMER OUT 0uR
+
POSITION LaoTHE THE
PUTIN7 OF 1 s “PRC
70U HA
ANP J

flashed a GO smile; then he crushed
her tape recorder as though it were
an insect. I could sympathize with
Monica in regard to the tape recorder.
This episode didn’t go over too well
with Steve Skonberg, who confronted
Mardiks. “Uh ... uh
. gee Steve,
that wasn’t a very nice thing to do
. uh ... you gotta cut out this
rough stuff. I mean it.”
“I’m just trying to improve the
internal image of the Student Govto articulate the

decisions of the administration to the
students. Besides, no one here cares
for Monica. She has backbone.”
“Well, maybe your're right.”
“Of course I'm right. Now you go
sit over in the chair. That’s right, in
the chair.” On hearing their leader,
Senators Hogan and Ferris nodded in
goat-like

agreement

and continued

air

manila envelope which ¢ontained my

flimsy on his feet—prone to gyrations,
I assumed. “Ladies and gentlemen,
we are here to redefine the area that
the Student Senate deals with. I want
to hammer out our individual positions beyond the scrutiny of the press
and public. [I snickered.] You have
to trust me on this.”
Dean Stott interjected in his richest
administrative
tone,
‘Steve,
would you sit down and shut-up. We
still have to decide on the pizza.”
Pully replied that he didn’t pay
tuition. money
to eat pizza. . This
proved an inappropriate utterance.
Jim Sullivan, who hadn’t had his
meal chow, walked over to Pully and
boxed his ears. The esteemed President of the Student Senate whined a
retort, “I’m just sick and tired of
wasting my time and getting shit on
my face for it.”
At this point, Jeff Perez managed
to tangle Pully’s puppet strings and
the defeated bureaucrat began having
convulsions. John Anthony rushed to
Pully’s side with his monogramed
briefcase and Bostonian monotone,
in order to polish his bedside manner.
After administering a heavy dose of
B.S., Anthony concluded, “There is
. no hope!”
' Meanwhile, Dean Stott caught Phil
Inglima with his hand in the quaalude
jar and slapped his wrist. “Oh wow,
sorry Bill.” An inebriated Peter Riz
zo was tapping ‘the kegs of Budweiser

Ray

Two weeks ago Sunday, kwas lurking in the cool shadows of Copley
Hall draped in a stealthy black cape
and chapeau. The tape recorder had
just self-destructed prematurely in
my face, and tears were dotting the:

to

brush-up on their sign language.
My attention was then drawn to
John Orrico who was growling and
frothing at the mouth. I thought perhaps his gold chain was choking him,
but then I saw that he had just taken
a bite out of the polyester seat of
Dean Schuerman’s pants. The omnipotent Schuerman (whose office is
now in Copley basement, adjacent
to
the laundry room), casually puffed
on

his

pipe

and

temarked,

“I

V6)

never

read the campus newspapers. They
are run like a Chinese fire drill.”’ As he
voiced this uncanny observation, the
puppets, beasts, demagogues, fools,
druggies,
Amazons,
and generally
loathsome individuals that comprise
the Student
Senate
were
craning

their necks to get a glimpse of his
purple Fruit of the Loom.
“Worst of all,” continued Schuerman, “the student papers constantly
publish derogatory articles.”
At this bit of mummery, I took
my leave, retreating throught the air
conditioning duct: En route to headquarters I nursed my broken tibia
and chuckled under the sapphire sky.

Viewpoint / Kara Swisher SFS 84

Utilitarian Examines Student Press
News this summer of the demise of
the Washington Star which made Washington a one-paper city, brought me
back to the Georgtown campus and
the Voice and the HOYA. I could
only imagine what life would be like

$12.50 Per Day Keeps the Diplomats Away
In deciding what

to pare and what

to .spare, the Reagan administration
has exhibite: a curious set of priorities. We've

porary

aready

elevation

witnessed the tem-

of

ketchup

to the

rank of vegetable in a bid to save a
few buckson public schoolchildren’s
lunches, eren as our First Lady was
attempting to bridge the tableware
gap via tle acquisition of $209,000
set of cpockery. That’s some china
policy, Nancy.

Day One
mission.
By

for

the

contrast,

presidential

I work

eight

com-

hours

a

day as a student aide in Lauinger Library and get paid nearly three times
as much for my troubles. I am forced
to deal with militant students only
on a most infrequent basis, and not
once since the beginning of my employment has the Acquisitions Department been stormed by an angry
mob accusing us of being a nest of

Let’ s face it: being a hostage is
hardly as glamorous as being a negotiator or a guerilla. It means deplorable
living
conditions, terroristic
threats, constant tension, and it can
‘really cut into your day.
You don’t even get to break for
Milley time.

If you're single, it's kind of hard
to get dates when the
Sandanistas
keep you shackled all evening to a banana tree in a Guatemalan rain forest.

Splitting Infinitives / Greg Kitsock
of $12.50 a day for each of their 444
grueling days of captivity. This works
out to about $1.56 an hour for an
eight hour day; or $.52 an hour if

spies.
Even if I wete to slip up badly—
ie., by misreading a catalogue number and ordering 2,000 copies of 101
Uses for a Dead Cat instead of two
copies of Advanced Microeconomic
Theory—it would never occur tomy
supervisors to mete out revolutionary

you

justice

Anequally callous action occurred
last week when a presidential commissicn recommended that the hos‘tages be

compensated

consider

the

a princely sum

hostages

to have

been in the service of their country
all 24 hours of each day in bondage;
or $.78 an hour for the 16 hours overtime.
If Marvin Miller or the Teamsters
represented

handed

the

those

hostages

figures,

it

and

were

would

be

by

tying

me

to

a chair

and

blindfolding me.
I suppose I should feel lucky, but
I’m really concerned. The Reagan administration’s parsimony with regard
to hostage benefits may trigger a
brain

drain

that

our

foreign

service

can ill afford.

Rostrum / Debora Spar

If you have a spouse, the strain of
enforced separation can cause a marriage to flounder.
“What do you mean you won’t be
able to attend the spring pageant?
- You can’t be there for you daughter’s
stage debut as a crocus even though
+ she’s watched you every night on the
NBC evening news since Day One?”
“Gee, dear, I'd like to, but I’m
kind of tied up at the Foreign Ministry right now. We're all working
under the gun and there’s a mock
execution tonight that the Red Brigade would really like me to attend.”

You wait six months for mail call,
and what do you get but a chain letter and 36 homemade Christmas cards
from the first grade class at P.S. 1 in
Cowchip,
Nebraska.
(No
offense,
kids, but I would have preferred the
December issue of Playboy and a box
of [Entenmann’s. Besides, Santa Claus:
reminds me too much of the Ayatollah.”)
Add to this the prospect of $12.50
a day in hazardous duty pay, and it’s
no wonder that many bright young
stars in the profession are handing in
their resignations to become hostages
in the private sector. There they are
finding that skyjackers and estranged
boyfriends

more

gone

berserk

reasonable

guerillas

when

ing overtime
work hours.

it

are

than
comes

benefits

much

Mujaheddin
to

and

negotiat-

staggered

Some of our older career hostages,
eager to qualify for that government
pension before Reagan whittles it to
a

pittance,

are

transferring

to

other

federal jobs such as a CIA mind control experiment. The pay isn’t much
better, but the drugs are provided
gratis and hardly anyone walks out
of a seventh story
dow anymore

while hitching a ride to Saturn.

SFS ’84
Newark.
and the
honestly
of the

Personally, I'm a bit nervous. According
to ‘John
Clark’s column
(Angst 9/18) I’m socially non-existent at Georgetown. While I, too, resent Father Healy’s lump characterization, the alternatives that Clark offers—the
“‘gem-stone
stereotypes”
which describe the ‘Hoya carcass
social’—are
even
more . degrading
than the aura of affluent preppydom
under which our president so forcefully places us all.
I guess I’m supposed to assume
that, according to Hoya socialese, a

ously

close

to crossing

the

line

of

preppydom. Is a Palestinian in an
Izod a bad foriigner or just an alienated prep?
Maybe it’s my fault—maybe I've
just run acpss the wrong stereotypes. But jist where is that elusive
feminist, wating to attack the nearest male wih the chauvinist gall of
daring to oren the door for her? Personally, I tiink GU seems to spawn
an incredibe number of females who
ignore the prevalent piggishness, and
who don’t mind at all being treated

So where does that leave me
hundreds of others who don’t
fill the requirements of any
cliquish bones adorning the

Hoya social carcass?
Obviously, we are only setting
ourselves up for greater prejudices if
we insist upon classifying each and
every Georgetowner into a prefab
mold. Sure, GU’s got its share of
obnoxious

stereotypes,

and

no

one

will argue that we’re not characterized by the ubiquitous alligator-khaki
syndrome that so upset Father Healy.
I, too, could propose several additions to Clark’s list: the late-night
Pierce fanatics, the token New Wave
disciples and the scholarship jocks.

Nestle’ button and a fris-,

bee will forevermore be a sure giveaway that the personality beneath
the faded denims is a wealthy antiprep posing as a leftist radical. Well,
maybe. But what about the guy who
sports both an angi tee-shirt and
sock-less docksiders? Is he a prep, a
hypocritical anti-prep, or an honestto-goodness
leftist: who just likes
docksiders. I’m confused.
And how ’boutthe foreigners that
Clark finds filling Walsh lobby with
their cigarettes and slogans. Sure I've
seen a few, but | don’t know if Id
consider
them full-fledged stereo-'
types. The foregners I’ve met, as/a
matter of fact, often come danger-

But

types

ness

trying

to

delineate

new’

stereo-

as a defense against megapreppican

only

lead

to

worse

social

complications.

to a Michelob Lite, thank you.
But it’s more than just the frustration of: searching for that archetypal,
grungy Springsteen fan, or the typical
HOYA/Voice writer. I'm completely
baffled by Clark’s definitions. Are
the Irish guys who write passionate
appeals in the Op-Ed pages ‘“‘aspiring
Jack Andersons” or “fist-waving foreigners”? Even worse, what if they
also carry the give-away Frisbee signal? Can’t a black also be part of the
hot hors d’ouevres and champage
crowd? Can’t a New Jerseyite also
boycott Nestles? Can a preppy love a
pothead?

needed for a variety of reasons.
°

Throwing

the

arguments

of

need

for a variety of opinions and viewpoints to the wind, let’s talk about
size and shape. The Voice is a perfect
size to read in a class. As the economics teacher begins to start in on
the GNP and the quantity theory of
money, I can always whip out and
read the Voice without the professor
noticing. It fits very neatly into those
big, fat, expensive economic textbooks, and to the unsuspecting professor, it looks as if I'm dutifully engrossed in John Maynard Keynes.
The HOYA is much too large for this
endeavor, but is a lifesaver on a
crowded G-2 bus. It’s light, but large
enough to shield me from all the
other passengers on the bus that I'd
rather not look at. With one good
HOYA, I can successfully ignore the
entire Washington area. The

well in Gaston Hall. The HOYA issues, on the other hand, do not make
good paper airplanes.
Image is another important reason
for having two papers. The HOYA
looks like a regular newspaper. The
Voice looks like a news magazine,
and is, in a word, cute. The HOYA
looks serious, and really looks as if
it means business. The Voice looks
a little more off beat, a little more
artsy, different. We need that dual
serious-cute look.
The examples could go on forever.
The need for two papers is apparent.
The expressions of the Georgetown
community must have their Voice
and their HOYA. If you aren’t moved
by the need for competing outlooks,
or the importance of two outlets of

Voice, on

the other hand, is much too small for
this job. You cannot hide, behind it.
If we move on to other practical
purposes, the need for two newspapers is apparent when talking about
paper hats and airplanes. The HOYA,
when folded properly, can make really well-fitting paper hats to wear to

information for the campus, consider
having to wear a paper hat
of the Voice, or trying to
airplane out of the HOYA.
wouldn’t fit well or fly well

I’d be perfectly willing to follow
Clark’s advice towards bettering my
view of humanity. I have no qualms
about crashing a posh, pot, or political party other than my own—but
where do. these enclaves of social
rigidity exist? What’s more—I don’t
even know what my own “party” is.
And that’s why I’m a bit nervous.
I mean, I'll admit to owning a few
vibrant colors, but none of my wardrobe boasts reptiles and I don’t own
a Learjet. I didn’t march barefoot on
Solidarity Day to preserve either the
whales or women’s rights. And I'm
not from Guatemala, or even from

On the other hand, we could do
away with the classifications altogether. By defining the campus as
composed
of
clearly
demarcated
groups, and then casually asking them
to mingle socially, Clark is only setting up a situation ripe for social condescending. Personally, I resent being
pressured to fit into a set definition.
If we don’t stop this trend of labelling and of picking apart the social
carcass for classification, we’ll be left
with a campus composed of tiny and
disparate slivers of humanity. The future that portends is socially terrifying.

The

political

activists

will refuse

to wear anything brighter than slate
grey, and frisbee will be taboo among
all those but the most dedicated liberals. Perhaps the ‘Rosalita’” fans
will even be the next to apply for
special interest housing. Now that’s
really frightening.

made out
make an
They just
at all.

The Reality of Racism 1:
“Most

whites

in

Washington

day. Real gains in the field of brotherly love are rather difficult to gauge.
Am I to believe that the same filthy
" swine posing as governers, who denied blacks entrance to state universi-

know

what
the ominous
“Southeast”
means..."
Ye Doomesday Booke 1981
Kevin Greene CAS 81

ties

Carving-Up the Georgetown Social Cadaver

“Boycott

the Pub, a party, or even the Cini
Center, Making paper hats with the
Voice does not work unless you have
a pin-sized head, although it does
lend itself rather well to the construction of airplanes. It’s size and
weight make issues of the Voice sail

with only one paper serving the Hilltop community.
Both
papers are

Unfortunately, there are problems
in and of this world that cannot be
solved by writing fiery Rostrums or!
constitutional amendments. Racism
didn’t cease and desist when Abe
Lincoln and Martin Luther King said
it should. You can’t legislate love.
The continued existence of such benevolent groups as the Ku Klux Klan
and the American Nazi party bears
enough witness to that claim. As if
this grim reality weren’t enough, also
lurking within the pulp and tissue of

most

white

Americans,

in the

brethren

50s

and

amongst

60s,
the

are

new

brethren?

is a more

subtle form of racism which colors
their perception of - their brother
black and brown. It is this sickness in
which Greene's statement is rooted.

i

_ Subliminal racial prejudice afflicts
more than just our favorite southern
redneck prototype and those who
sport white robes and hoods during
their off hours. It is an inherited disease whose contagion is the very society in which we choke. It matters
little what intellectual views the individual

might

have

developed

about

his fellow man. If Dad, Uncle Pete,
or your best buddies imbued you
with the notion at an early age that
all . Serbians are vile rodents, you
would be hard pressed to rid yourself
of such a judgement later in life.
“You're pretty good-looking for a
Serb . . .OOPS, I didn’t mean it that
way!”
Now
I doubt that burning
crosses is Greene's favorite pastime,
but his faux pas clashes in the most
obscene manner with the pic on the
same page that portrays a white man
happily engaging in a chess match
with one of those “ominous” darkies
from S.E.
Regrettably,
our
sub-conscious
lags several miles behind the lilting
optimism of the Pepsi Generation
which, in its advertisements, purports
total
interracial
peace,
love
and
understanding to be the order of the

Enough
of
this
finger
pointing,
though. I’m essentially as disgusting
as the next human machine. Why,
this week alone I found myself looking down on a Latino Marriott hashslinger, and assumed a fellow black
student to be but semi-literate. Those
were my first non-verbal reactions to
these people. All ex post facto guilt
trips aside, the main questions remain—How much autonomy do we
exert over our personal’ convictions? Are we but sponges to the surrounding environment? Is the right
to sit at the front of the bus bird
squat compared to this all too prevalent sickness? Obviously it is.
The best we can do to diminish
the virulence of this disease in our
lifetime is to exercise individual kindness and sympathy. Smile: all flesh
was created equal.

An Activist Priest

in Latin America. It will be an embarassment for Argentina for a long time.
HOYA:
From a more holistic, more historical perspective, do you see a trend toward more anti-semitism?
We have all seen an upsurge of bombings of synagogues
and political situations such as Argentina. How do you
feel about that; is it going to get worse, and why is it

Drinan Has

happening?

Just Begun

DRINAN: I think that the new antisemitism is antiZionism, especially in the Amb world. Four of five
years ago, 72 nations in the United Nations voted in,
favor of a proclamation saying that *“ Zionism'is a form
of racism,” including Brazil. The Jewish community in
Brazil was really shocked at that. It’s really frightening when 2/3 of humanity votes for that proposition.
They clearly don’t understand Israel. That’s a global
antisemitism which is anti-Zionism.
:
HOYA: What do you think about the “New Right?”
DRINAN: . . . it’s bad news, yes.
HOYA: Where do you see it taking us? Is it only a
trend? Is political life cyclical, and are we going to
come back to a Democratic majority?
DRINAN: The right wing has always been there in
American political life. In the 20’s and '30’s you always
had kooks on the right. They’re there, people who

to Fight

interviewed Father Robert Drinan at a

several weeks

ago. Drinan,

now

employed

by

Georgetown University as a Professor of Law, is a
former Congressman from Massachusetts who now
serves as the Chairman of the Americans for Democratic
Action.

~
~

"HOY A: What changed the situation?
~

DRINAN: A change in Church policy.
"HOYA: Would you equate that change, in the Church,

~ with the move to the “New Right” politically?
~

DRINAN:
No, there is not any connection. The
Church has always been very reluctant to allow priests
to become involved in politics.
HOYA: Reluctant, but not forbidden?
DRINAN: Well, very few priests have actually ever

HOYA:
But how did you rationalize it personally,
when you saw deals going on?
DRINAN: I think that’s a charicature, really, There are
no deals in a pejorative sense. Life is accomodation,
and in a university, you get what you can. If you’re an
administrator, you put up with the situation the best
that you can and you make the best of it, and it’s the
same way in ‘politics. When you’re putting a bill
through, you get. the best that you can; you’re not
going to get the perfect bill.
HOYA: I understand that you are very interested in
Latin American affairs, and I was wondering if you
could comment “on current Reagan Administration

The new right: people who need a nice simplified vision
“of human existence. They can’t tolerate complexity.
been in elected politics.
HOYA:
We know what

why

you

left elected

we

office,

read

but

in

as a priest, feel that it’s unfair
able to combine your political

the

papers

personally,

about

do

you,

that you shouldn.t be
aspirations with your

religious pursuits?
DRINAN Well, a year ago when it happened, I said that
I accepted it with pain and regret. I haven’t really
elaborated on that.
HOYA: How did you like being a part of that world?.
Many people say that politics is dirty business. Is it
difficult for someone with a very strong moral founda~ tion, such as yourself? How did you cope with that
situation?
%

, DRINAN: I was in Congress for
compromises at all in 10 years.

10 years, I made

no

‘policies in Latin America, specifically, in Nicaragua
and El Salvador.
DRINAN: Reagan is wrong on everything there in that
he has given aid to Guatemala. There’s no case for that
at all. They are just absolutely barbarous. I think that
the 58 advisors in El Salvador is a smoking pistol.
They have now renewed the aid to Argentina. That’s a
closer case: the disappearances have “tended” to disappear; they still have a state of siege; they have no
Parliament; they are under marshall law; and there has
been no accounting whatsoever for the 15,000 people
who have disappeared. Despite all of that, we give
them aid as if nothing had ever happened!

HOYA:

You have read Jacobi Timmerman’s bestseller

book, Prisoner without a Name, Cell without a Number, what do you think of the account?
DRINAN: I knew Mr. Timmerman very well. I met him
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down there [in Argentina] and I helped to get him
out. I chatted with him the other day, and the government of Argentina is obviously very distressed that Mr.
Timmerman brought these happenings out. They look
like the pariah among the nations, tormenting a man
and then adding to his torture because he is a Jew! The
publisher of that book said to me the other day that
they hope the book will sell as well as The Diary of
Anne Frank.
HOYA: Do you think you can equate the two? Many
people are equating what is going on in Argentina with
what happened in Nazi Germany.
DRINAN: I don’t think it’s that bad. There’s antisemitism, and there’s 300,000 Jews there, but it’s a
rather complex phenomenon. Obviously anti-semitism
was operative in the torture of Mr. Timmerman.
HOYA How do you feel about the publicity that came
out berating the book and claiming that it was not a
valid description of what’s going on in Argentina?
- DRINAN: That was the right wing, people like Irving
Christat. I think they are the friends of the government of Argentina and they want to discredit Mr.
Timmerman. They fault him for not mentioning Mr.
Gravier, who
was his partner.
That
is irrelevant
because at no time did the [government of ‘Argentina]
ever say, ‘‘we are charging you, or taking you into
custody, because of your involvement with Mr. Gravier.” Mr. Gravier owned 40 or 50 percent of La Opinion and that may or may not have helped the Mateneros, the guerillas. That’s irrelevant in this case, and
Mr. Timmerman is on sound ground in saying that he
didn’t mention it in the book. There were a lot of
things he didn’t mention in the book, but they are
nagging at him and they want to discredit him. All over
Latin America the book is forbidden, although it was
written

in Spanish.

As

far as I know

simplified

vision of human

existence.

They

HOYA: Why do they need this? Is it their own personal weakness or do you see the whole country as a
whole looking for leadership, for guidance?
DRINAN: There are millions of people like that. In the
Moral Majority they sincerely have become politicized: Reverend Falwell says that God wants the ERA
to be defeated. That’s absurd! That’s an abuse, it
seems to me, of religion when you take something that
you believe in from the Bible, and then apply it to the
political scene.

HOYA: How do you feel about the University making
it very public that they have contributed to the current
administration?
DRINAN: In a University, the people are free. You
must remember that there are !,800 faculty members.
The Star had a long article aboutthis, and I was amazed
by the number of people who went to the Carter Administration.
HOYA: Were you offered a job by the Carter Administration?
DRINAN:

I was in Congress

then but if they had won,

I

would have had a beautiful job. We had it all planned.
HOYA: Would you rather be doing that?
DRINAN: I don’t know. Do you mean be Assistant
Secretary of State? That would be nice.

HOYA:

Do you want

to get back into that scene?

Your’re

doing

with

so much

your

life :nd you

have

so

much more energy. I respect the rights of the Church
to have rules, but to say to someone who has a desire
to fulfill a personal goal, ‘‘that doesn’t agree with our
religious convictions,” or “that’s not in the Bible,” just
doesn’t seem right to me.
DRINAN:

I

know,

after

10

years

HOYA: You might go back?
DRINAN:
It’s difficult, because
going from 12 seats to 11.

in

Congress

Massdihiiselis
:

Corby

is
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HOYA: Will you ever run for a political office again in
the future?
DRINAN: I have no way of knowing, I am not trying
to duck the question, but I have no way of knowing
whether that will be possible or not.
'HOYA: Because the Church won’t allow you to?
DRINAN: The present law under the present Holy See
is not encouraging priests to get into elected politics.
HOYA: Not “encouraging,” but is it forbidden?
DRINAN: It depends upon each individual case. It’s
not absolutely forbidden across the board. I had all the
‘necessary permission for my 10 years in Congress.

a

The HOY A
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features
Show ’Em the Way to Go
Department

a three-paft

concerns Georgetown
went abroad last year

summer

. . . Among

tidy.

Some

soldiers

were

“Did you realize that you could
not get through because there was a
no trespassing sign?” he continued.
“Yeah, but we had no choice because we tried all the other roads,.
and we could not get anywhere. We
have to get to Poland within six
hours.”
He said, “What if you had found
such a-sign in a military base in your
country?
What
would
you
have
done?”
“I would have turned back because I would have known where to

walking

around, so we stopped one of them
and asked him for directions to get
back to the highway that goes to
Poland, but the guy really didn’t
understand
what we were talking

about.

‘All he understood

or knew

how to say was, ‘Passport.””
We
didn’t know why he wanted our
passports, but we handed them to

by Roberta Oster and Pat Singer
!{ HOYA Features Editors

Marco Carnovale and Andrew Men‘ard were in Poland from February
through June on. the Warsaw Program.
.
Marco:
We were driving through
Czechoslovakia to Poland where we
were to study second semester last
We had a transit visa through
year.

~ Czechoslovakia which alloted us only
24 hours to pass through, and we
possessed
a very bad AAA
map
which had all of Eastern Europe on
«it.
Andy:
Driving along the highway
that was delineated on the map, we
suddenly reached its end. It did not
end on the map, but in reality it
ended in mud!
There was a large
sign in Czech that explained the detour, so we sat there for a little while
trying to decipher it.
At last, we thought we had a good
idea of which way to go, so we
moved on.
Marco: There were three options.
We tried them all and we didn’t get
anywhere. We tried to communicate
with some old Czech ladies, actually
Slovak ladies, but we didn’t do much
better. Finally we decided to try our
last option, a very nice road with no
traffic, nice asphalt, and a really
beautiful landscape.
Andy: We were winding our way
through the mountains nf Czechoslovakia and the sun had gone down, so
it was now evening.
We figured we
had to be going in the right direction
because it was the only road.
After a little while we came to a
small sign with no words, just a silhouette of a tank on a yellow background.

him

and

he took

them

away.

He

went into this little room and made
a couple of phone calls, Meanwhile,

we were trying to talk to him.
tween

the

about

six

three

of

different

us,

we

Andrew:

lan-

what to do with us.

“Do

He

was

the

is an

one

I

could speak with because not one
of them spoke English.
On the wall of the room they had

metals

from

Lenin

and

a poster of

him, a picture of the founder of the
Russian Secret Police, and a picture
of the president of Czechoslovakia.
And there was a guy sitting at a typewriter to record the session.
They

interrogated

me

for an hour

and a

half in German:
(Marco is Italian).
That was the first time I utilized
Marco: We looked at it and said,
“Well, so what? It is the only road.”
The girl who was with us wanted to
go back, but we decided to keep go-

From page 6

HOYA: So it’snot a matter of turning
down
elective
office
because
of
Church doctrine . . .
DRINAN No, it’s just the Holy See’s
conception of the role of the priest,
and he thinks that priest, should not
be involved in public life to that
extent.
HOYA: What do you see as the future
of ADA, how is it doing now?
DRINAN:This is the largest liberal
group in existence in the country; it’s
34 years old; it was established by
Hubert
Humphrey; and
it’s now
growing

faster

than

at

any

moment

in its history.
HOYA: Why is that?
DRINAN: Because people are really
frightened, and they see all of the
policies and the coalitions of the last
years

being

base

I know

he
there

near Washington;

So he wrote

other than in class.

He said, “Did you see the sign of
the tank?”
I said, “Yeah.”

that down.

And he

kept asking me why I had trepassed
the line if I knew I could not get
through.
And I kept saying, “Because I
knew I didn’t have any other choice;
I had to go to Poland, and I only had
six hours left to get the hell out of
there.”
Meanwhile, the others were freez-,
ing in the car.
Andrew:
It was twenty below
zero in February in Czechoslovakia
so we were sitting there debating
what
we
ought
'to do, when
I
remembered I had a frisbee and a
football. So I took them out of the
car and about this time Marco joined
us.
So we tried playing frisbee, but
we couldn’t really grip it because it
was too cold.
At this point they called the girl
in

because

they

had

at

long

last

found someone who spoke Russian,
which was the girl’s second language.
Then the guy who interpreted for
Marco, who turned out to be a law
student and really nice guy, came
out and joined us.
Another guy,
one

of

picked

the

up

guards,

the

came

over

football.

The

and

nice

thing:

We

9

Andrew Menard
military bases.

and

Marco

Carnovale drink

to the

of Czech

preter thought it was rugby and said

He

so.

Liberty (about. four inches tall) his
uncle had taken from New York in
1931, or some time around then. He
had kept that little statue!

We told him it was a new Ameri-

can football, and another guard exclaimed, “Oh, Joe Namath!”
We showed them how to throw
the football. Then a couple of other
guards joined in. The big guard knew
he

was

supposed

to

crash

into

the

others (like Broadway Joe).
He
didn’t
know
exactly
how,
so
I
showed him how to assume a football stance and set the other guy up
in one as well. Then I showed them
that I would pretend to hike. I indicated they were supposed to hit
each other. They said, “Okay.”
All of a sudden there was a group
of twenty or thirty very drunk soldiers coming down the hill. I couldn’t,
understand what they were saying,
but it seemed

very coarse.

Marco:
1 asked
about
them,
and
was told, “Oh, don’t worry
about them; they’re only Russians.
They’re always this way. “So we
started asking about the Russians at
the base but they refused to answer
any military-related questions.
Andrew:
Marco asked to take a
picture, but they responded that it
would “not be a good idea.” They
said they would take the camera
away

and jail us.

As were were playing otal the
guy who had interrogated me picked
up some drinks and went to his room.

returned

health

with' a little Statue of

Meanwhile

the

girl

was

being

in-

terrogated inside for an hour and a
half.
They accused her of being a
spy because she did not know the
exact itinerary.
She had not been
driving since she had been asleep
most of the way. Because of this she
had made
mistakes describing the
way we’d come.
y
Andrew:
So they said, “Ah, ha!

p.m.

and

we

were

very hungry.

The interpreter wanted to take us
to this military restaurant, but the

officers

wouldn’t

said, “It’s now

allow

allowed

him.

They

to take

for-

eigners to a military restaurant.”
Andrew:
Finally the guys with
whom
we
were
playing
footballshowed us the border . . . so that
was really good . . . they were nice
guys.
The other officers got a jeep
and said, “You are to follow these
guys.”
Marco:
When we got to the border, we presented our papers, and
the border guard said, “Ooooh, you
have been assessed a fine.” “We said,
“Yeah, that’s right.” We don’t know
if the soldiers escorting us said something, or what, but the border guard
just chuckled and threw our papers
into a drawer, and we didn’t pay
anything.
Andrew:
In the end, they just

said, “You are going to be assessed a
fine,” and escorted us to the border.
We
said,
“Fine, show
us the,
way!
6

RESTAURANT HELP
Now accepting. applications for full and part-time
help. Waiters and waitresses—days and evenings.
Host or hostess—days.
/

Apply between 3 and 5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

Charley’s Crab / Connecticut & L in the Connecticut Connection /. Washington,

D.C.

i

An Equal Opportunity Employer

inter-

wiped

away

by

plish as President of
DRINAN:
I follow
people like Hubert
Arthur Schlesinger
neth Galbraith.
I
chapters around the
the

energy

moving.

ADA?
very important
Humphrey and
and
John Kenwill go to the
country to keep
I

want

particu-

larly to form very active student
chapters. The other night at George
Washington
University
150
kids
showed up. The University now has a

chapter,

30

and

chapters

we

hope

to have

in the next

hairport, ltd.

chapter.

HOYA: How could we set one up?
DRINAN:
Just
contact
ADA
in:
Washington.

There

is

a

georgetown

full-time

youth
coordinator,
Charles
King.
He’s not there much because he’s out
on the road, but you can call him.

oT

our
43rd
YEAR

MCAT -LSAT-GMAT
SAT-DAT-GRE . CPA
* Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
* Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and

supplementary materials.
taught

or

two. I would hope that Georgetown
University would form a very active

CLLR

e Small classes
instructors.

15 to

month

by skilled

* Opportunity

lessons.

to make

up

missed

* Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.
e Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 80 centers.

open 10 a.m. to7 p.m. and...
no appointment necessary!
Don’t let yourself get caught in a factory
atmosphere!!! We are still proud of the
work we produce!
1614 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
FLANIH ICR
TTC
CR WY RCH 11) CRY |
TOEFL NMB © VQE « ECFMG © FLEX » NDB © NLE

the

new administration. They are not
going to succeed in that, but they are
cutting back sharply on domestic
programs and also altering substantially the foreign policy that we have
agreed to for the last 30 years. People
are very frightened, so they: join
ADA to get good information and to
work against those policies.
HOYA: What do you want to accom-

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

244-1456
j

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

DISCOUNT WITH
B3uis COUPON

333-6880

4201 Connecticut Ave, NW.,

Washington, D.C. 20008

THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

ANNOUNCES

SMART
BUYS IN SMART
BOOKS
N

Part-Time Job Openings in Nearby Virginia

Se
~=

ST

ABOOK SALE)

$4.70 to 5.72 per hour

September 21

Security Escorts ¢ 16 to 35 hours per week

through

Early evening hours ® Monday through Friday

October 1 0
Spa

Must have own transportation e QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED
Candidates must be U.S. citizens. Civil Service status is not re-

Co

4

quired. Thorough security background investigations will be
conducted. Send resumes to:
Office of Personnel

~

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF EXCITING

Department A, Room G-03 GG

BOOKS

P.O. BOX 1925

Washington, D.C. 20013

:

JAL OPPORTUNITY EM PLOYER

G.U. Bookstore
1st Lauinger

© HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY
ART © ECONGMICS °
SPEECH _
_ EDUCATION _ SCIENCE { J HEALTH
~" POLITICAL SCIENCE _: RELIGION
BUSINESS
CC LITERATURE _ PSYCHOLOGY (! LANGUAGES __

PHILOSOPHY -. MATHEMATICS
LAW © ECOLOGY
TRAVEL
~ MEDICAL _ ENGINEERING
MUSIC |. MORE, MORE, MORE

New Store Hours:
Mon.,Wed.,Fri.9to §
Tues., Thurs.9to 7
Sat. 10to 12

oe

30

air force

military

States?”

. One

#

|

German

about

really didn’t know

We didn’t care either.

i

Drinan

my

know

it’s called Andrews Air Force Base.
Maybe that would interest you.”

After a

only

you

bases in the United
asked.
I responded, “Well,

while they came out and they called
Marco in.
So we started to realize
that something must be wrong.
By
this time we knew we were on an
army base too because there were
soldiers. everywhere.
We all tried to
go in and they said, “No, Marco! No,
Marco!”
Marco:
They took me into this
room in which there a couple of
officers with red bands around their
hats as well as a few soldiers.
One
of them was an interpreter—he spoke

German.

By now they were ready

Marco:
Six times I had to show
them
on
the
map
my
itinerary
through Czechoslovakia—which cities
we were going through.
And they
kept asking me, “Who are you, Marco?’
What are you carrying?
You
are studying in America—why are
you studying in America? Do you
know of military bases in Italy so
you can tell about military bases
there?”
“I don’t know.
I haven’t been
in the army yet.”

guares. He didn’t understand any of
them but Czech, however, so we
“couldn’t communicate.
He called
someone else who spoke German,
who ordered us to slowly follow him
to where he was going. We did, and
found ourselves in this little compound.
By now it was about 6:00
p.m. There was ice all over the place,
and it was pretty cold. He just told
us to wait out there for him. So we
were out there waiting for about 45
minutes, and it was freezing cold.
Andy: There were people arriving
at the building and entering, including a few officers (you can tell officers by the stripe on their hats). Basically they were just trying to figure
out what to do.
They just didn’t

know

Marco:

We

didn’t care about getting out now because they were going to kick us out
of the country, anyway.”
.
- The guy who interrogated me was
a lot nicer away from the officials.
He asked, “Are you hungry?”
We said, “Yeah.” By now it was

to shoot us, thanks to Marco.

speak

them.

what it said.

go.”

Be-

European

ing

4

the

countries they ‘have visited:
Thailand, Nepal, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Columbia,
Yugoslavia,
and
many
more . .. GU students get around!

ing, and came upon this little village.
It was a nice village, kind of neat and

TR

over

I of

J

series which
seniors who

and

Features

part

\

HOYA

“PHOTO BY JAMES LINDLEY

The

announces

Your stories do not match up.
ec
think you are a spy.”
We said, ‘‘Yeah, right. Three unarmed kinds in’ a bright yellow volkswagen—perfect elements for a surprise attack!’ It was not a very spylooking car with an American flag,
a Polish flag, and decals as well.
Marco:
At the end of the whole
thing they had both the girl and me
sign a six page report in Czech reporting everything we had been tell-

HOYA Classifieds
kA dk
Typing

Reasonable, neat.
Little 562-9018.

Marketing,

Country

333-6767.

Capitol

all your money on tui- / Medical School Interview: Prepare
need extra cash
simulated interview with former
ENJOY college? Work
member admissions committee.
day/eve/wknd
raising
Paid campus
rep. needed,
Dr.
Republican,
conserGlass
COMMSTRAT,
2611
non-profit groups. Up
Beechwood Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA,
Mr. Davis
15217, (412) 421-3231.
p

Household
rain

date

Hair Friend at
in Arlington—
Court House
$9.75. Ask for
Scissors
of

enjoy

Sale, October
Oct.

4.

Lg.

3, 10-4,

Steel

desk,

chairs, typing table. New & nearly
new
items,
including
china,
glassware, kitchen linens, fondue
set, cappucino

machine,

women’s

clothes size 5, paintings, handicrafts and much more! 3101
Worthington St., N.W. (Near 31st
St. and Utah)

GerttingYour Degree?

Can Show the Way

in January

countries’

1982.

Learn

strategies

about

the

for national

development. Excellent, balanced
itinerary.
Invaluable
experience.

Cost
$1,380/person
including
round trip airfare from Miami,
lodging, meals, taxes. Academic
credit available. Contact Haleh

Busboys and Barbacks for Annie
Oakley’s Country Western Bar in
Georgetown. Call between 10 and
4. 333-6767.
For Sale: Canon 135 mm Camera &

Vivitar telephoto-zoom
'

fe.

ofsclof

for $325.00 or will sell seperately
Call John at 363-5321.
244-5018.
Barmaids —Annie
western

bar

in

Oakley’s.

New

Georgetown

now

hiring
attractive,
well-groomed
pleasant
barmaids.
Part-time
good money. Call for interview
333-6767.
Sweet-Mums tunafish sailing
Ships that hanging mirrors
Daintily dabble in artists’
pastel oils...

4

Seeking
for two

month

Monday,

Wednesday

infant;

People get their hands on it and forget it's my pen.

1 got no pen. And no respect!
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor,
Point too. If writes with an extra
fine line. Its metal collar haps
a

keep the point from
going squish.
For only 89 hay
should buy their

.

.

own pen—and show

’

fine point marker pens

some respect for my property.”

Bausch

people take toa Pilot like it's their own.

& Lomb

Soft CONTACTS s 110
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
INCLUDED:Examination, fitting, training, and

instructions:

Care

Sixmonth ~ follow-up
Unlimited warranty.
kit.

care.

$80. 00 refund if not satisfied in 60 days.

20 o/

~ DISCOUNT for Students
on complete pair of glasses

O

THIS, MY DEAR, IS KR!!
P.S. Part two is better
GEMUNT!!
G.U.
Law
Student
responsible
babysitter
old

“It's almost criminal how parle go for my Pilot Fineliner ‘Why? Its
fine point writes through carbons. And Pilot charges only 79° for it.

lens. Both

For Sale: 1967 Red Oldsmobile
Cutlass, $150.00 or best offer. Cal

to get their attention,

Name

EDMONDS

VISION CENTER

Call 223-3601

1819
K St.NW

Dr. Michael Khalil/417 King Street/Alexandria

and alternate Fridays

5-8:30 p.m. Near A.U. Prefer own

University

transportation. 966-0812.
Tutors wanted
in all academic

Current Mailing Address—-Street

City

OXFAM AMERICA’S
THIRD WORLD TOUR
Two weeks in Jamaica and Cuba

—An Angel

They’ ll come to you.
Instant access, instant searching, instant results. All for $8.
Contact your Placement Office for details and student entry
forms, or fill in the coupon below.
:
Rs
RL
gf
ooofos
fff
of
Dear CPR: Please send me a student data entry form.

is on a

we need an ’'81 calendar, please.
Only if you have the... legs.

If you're a senior, you'll be job hunting soon—and
everyone knows how much fun that is. 300 resumes . . .
saving forever for stamps . . . that letter to Dream Corp.
you've written 12 times. Y ou’re beginning to wonder if
you'll ever attract anyone's attention.
!
Why not let Dream Corp. come to you?
CPR could be the answer. We're an information
service that will give over 10,000 employers in 44 countries
access to your complete records. (Any idea how much
stamps for 10,000 letters would cost?)
Here's how it works: You fill out a short form, listing
y your career and geographic preferences, your special skills,
your GPA: This information is fed into the DIALOG
Information Retrieval Service—a system used by businesses
large and small, by research firms, accounting and insurance
companies, publishers, advertising agencies, international and
multinational corporations, most of the Fortune 1,000.
Employers search through computer terminals for a
combination of factors, such as your degree, your languages, your
extracurricular background, and so on. If you have what they

i

Pay

(617) 482-1211.
Offering professional typing on
word processing system. Quick
and efficient service to meet your
individual term paper (etc.). Neat.
Call Laurie 779-1037 after
6 p.m.
. W.D.—Challenge accepted, only if
Tastey brings the popcorn. Also,

Career Placement Registry CPR)

won't have

contact.

commission basis. Flexible hours.
At least 12-20 hours a week. Contact Pat at 654-3770.

Wunder,
Oxfam
America,
115
Broadway,
Boston,
MA
02116.

(got somewhere to go?)

want, you

phone

—Rodney Dangerfield

Zip

State

CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY
302 Swann Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22301
Ely
VL,
A 5 ££
x
fd

- subjects,
especially
Math,
Chemistry, and Economics. Tutors

will be. compensated
munity

Scholar's

plications

Maguire.

by the ComProgram.

available

:

in

Ap-

208

e TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSERTA: - |

TIONS, RESUMES, COVER LETTERS

+

® 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Serving Washington’s Student Community
~ Since 1978

The Ability Group

|

20251 St., N.W. Suite 810
659-7676
223-0808

Here’s to your 1st Fifth! Spend it with some
good friends and good food . . . (Just don’t

————

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAN!

drink all the beer!)
[oe

IY

earn

One way
may
be to live within the Augustinian
Fraternity. When you come to live with us, you observe
and participate in our community life for several years
before making a final commitment. You observe that we
are a religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and ‘‘that together and with one’ heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and we labor in the service of the people of God.”
We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes, foreign
missions,
campus
ministries, retreats, hospitals and
military chaplaincies.
WANT

MORE

INFORMATION?

CONTACT:

Father John Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Vilanova, PA 19085
(215) 645-7595
Name

I can’t believe it. I trusted you.

and you drank the last Molson

Address
City

School or Occ.
BREWED AND BOTTLED

IN CANADA;

imported'by Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck, N.Y.

Phone

“ae ir

“HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?”

ad

AUGUSTINIANS

a

{

CONGRAT ULAT IONS!

tennis

men

i

Part time Sales —National

management firm in Chevy Chase,
MD seeks personable individuals
to make phone presentations to
clubs throughout the U.S. Must

Pilot. Thepans voyou
have toho
ith two ads

a em

‘vative, and
to $4.10/hr.

Haircuts —Come by
2053 Wilson Blvd.
across
from the
Metro Station. Only
Elba, formerly
of
Georgetown.

a free information

pp

for

\

at

books;

so you can
part-time

funds

wanted

Western bar in G-town late afternoon & evening shifts available.

Carolyn

we'll send you
pack. 522-4161.

pe

and

Waitresses

students.

(days).

pm

Hill—Spent
‘tion

Miss

Typing, professional work, RUSH
service and pick up available. Pro- |
ofreading for accuracy. Call and

rr

Telephone

for

Typing, manuscripts, term
papers. $1.25 per double spaced
page. Call Mrs. Young 633-8810

PT

~ Home

‘Ace

Zip

State

Age
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Prince is King in Dreary Season

Dearest Mom,

by Arthur Sykes Simpson
Special HOY A Correspondent

Your Movie

In the New York Police Department, the Special Investigative Unit
was the best there was. Their impressive record of drug-related arrests and
convictions were
‘unmatched. One
judge even nicknamed them “the
Princes of the City” for their flam-

Really Stinks

boyant
HOYA Arts Editor

“Faye Dunaway is Joan Crawford,” the poster reads. It should

continue: “ . . .an over-actor. . . a ludicrous caricature ... a ridiculous
film; the illusion of entertainment.”
Too bad it doesn’t.
There are so many things wrong
with Mommie Dearest that it is difficult to know where to begin. Director Frank Perry has created an exploitation film that manages to exploit its audience. For two hours
one is subjected to the most brutally
nonsensical moments ever inflicted
upon celluloid. Never has my urge
to walk out of a theatre been greater.
No one did, but only because they
were spellbound,
riveted to their
seats in laughter at the atrocious overacting of Faye Dunaway. This is an
Academy
Award
winning
actress?

Pedestrians outside the theatre, overhearing
the
laughing,
must
have
thought the film was a comedy. It
was—the most abject comedy of er-

rors ever stillborn of a screenwriter’s
pen. |
Ostensibly based upon Christina
Crawford’s allegedly realistic memoir
of her mother, Mommie Dearest attempts to portray a mother-daughter
relationship. Apart from whether one
can believe the rantings of the obviously spoiled child or not, the question remains as to whether one can
accept the film even as fiction. What
kind of character rants like a lunatic
and beats little children with coat
hangers, even in the worst trashy no-

exploits.

But

that

was on the

surface. Underneath, the SIU was a
little corrupt, which is like, as they
say, being “a little pregnant.”
But this was all before the Knapp
Commission with its concerted effort
by the Justice Department to clean
up the New York City Police De-:
partment. Everybody knows about

by Don Murphy

Frank

Serpico,

either

from

the

film

which starred Al Pacino or the bestselling book by Peter Maas. But Serpico was basically an enigma. A cop
who

was

never really part

of

the

force who turned in his comrades
and
now
lives
in
virtual
selfimposed exile in Europe.
Even

though

Frank

Serpico

is the

most notorious of the cops-turnedinformers, there were many others.
One of these is Detective Bob Leucci,
a former head of the SIU, whose story
“And, if you’re bad, Ill make you see ‘Mommie Dearest.”
has been told in the Robert Daley
vel or soap? What kind of person ships
well. Come to think of it, that might _
book, Prince of the City. Prince of
explain the ridiculous plot.
her children off to reclusive nunneries
the City has now been made into an
without even a hint of explanation;
Well, forget the plot (the actors
impressive film starring Treat Williams
sure did). Who thought up such great
What lady that you know would atand directed by Sidney Lumet (who
dialogue as “Christina, bring me the
tempt to take on and run the Board
coincidentally also directed Serpico).
ax.” “It’s not you I’m mad at; it’s
of Directors of a large corporation’
Prince of the City is one of the
the dirt,” and “Don’t f-- with me,
like Pepsi-Cola? And when was the
most powerful, well-made film drafellows!”
How
do
we
explain
the
last time your mother dug up the
mas you will ever see. It also repreprissiness of Mara Hobel (the young
rose garden at three o’clock in the
sents a return to form for director
Christina)
and
Diana
Scarwid
(the
morning?
Lumet whose last two films were The
older Christina)? And what ever hapEven if we grant that Joan CrawWiz and Just Tell Me What You Want
pened
to
Miss
Scarwid?
She
was
ford was crazy (and the film doesn’t
(a pair of dogs characterized chiefly
nominated for an Academy Award
even suggest that) why has no one
by their almost total lack of enterlast year, but here she is completely
other than her daughter come fortainment and expertise).
expressionless.
And, if you
can’t
ward with this obviously horrendous
Prince also features a performance
answer all these questions, try this
fact? If not crazy, then why did she
by
Treat
Williams that is nothing
one: Who cares?
act as she did? The film, when it
short of awe-inspiring. After his first
I'll
be
waiting
for
the
sequel,
cares to try at all, tries to blame it on
. major role in the screen version of
“Auntie Dearest,” the story of Judy
alcohol. Possibly, but only if everyHair,
Williams’
romising
career
Garland
and
Toto, and the evil
one involved in the production of
Auntie Em. this film is a card-carrying wino as
“

choose

stalled in such lesser known and lesser appreciated movies as the atrocious
1941 and the all-but-forgotton Why
Would I Lie? Williams’ characterization of Lt. Dannie Ciello (the Leucci
character in the film) is the kind of
work that not only guaranteed an
Oscar nomination, but acts as a cor-nerstone upon which an actor can
build a career (re: Robert DeNiro in
Taxi Driver, Dustin Hoffman in The
Graduate, or Al Pacino in The Godfather.)
The movie opens with Ciello’s unit
making a major arrest on some heroin
dealers. It goes like clockwork—chalk
up another one for the SIU. But
something does not look quite right.
These men wear tailored suits, own
two cars, live in beautiful neighborhoods, and exist on a standard of living more

obviously proud enough of their finished product to keep the film at that
running time in a business which likes
its movies under two hours so as to
jam another showing into each day’s
schedule. But this gives the film an
unrelenting quality. Trial and case
are piled onto Ciello’s shoulders until
the pressure threatens to break him.
Almost the entire cast of Prince of
the City is unknown to the general
movie-going audience. Jerry Orbach,
a Broadway actor who portrays Detective Gus Levy, shines as the one
member of the SIU who refuses to
cooperate

along the lines of a corporate

like

a

cancer.

From

the

investigative

unit

what

they

were

doing

investigation
as

to

was

wrong and felt very guilty about it.
These
conflicting:
tensions caused
many - implicated police officers to

AUDITIONS
for J.B.!
The Pulitzer Prize-winning play
The Elephant Man
October 2 and 3, 8 p.m.
LA-6,
Med
School
$1.50
+ $2.50

by Archibald MacLeish

and

-A poignant, beautiful, and moving film experience.
seen with him, while his best
friend, a doctor named Treaves,
tried his best to cure him. Along
the way, the film tells us, Merrick
regained his self-respect and learned the meaning of human dignity.

' Anthony Hopkins (Magic) gives
a strong performance as the doctor who befriends Merrick, with
Sir John Gielgud (Arthur) as his
boss. Anne Bancroft makes a surprise appearance as the actress

who takes a liking to the unfortunate creature. The film was nominated
for Best Picture, and is
filmed in black and white, which,
surprisingly, heightens the realism
and power of the story. David
Lynch’s direction (also nominated
for an award) was easily the best
of last year. The Elephant Man is
a refreshing study of the human
spirit and one of the best films
on this year’s SEC schedule.

10 Male Roles

Thursday 8 p.m.
Friday 6 p.m.

|

10 Female Roles

Poulton 51

rr

The Elephant Man stars British
- actor John Hurt in his Academy
Award nominated performance as
: John
Merrick. Merrick suffered
from a disease known a neurofibromatosis which causes his head
to become grossly enlarged and
distorted and made his body badly misshapen, with large tumors
. and growths all over his skin. He
went from barely subsisting in
‘~carnival freak shows to becoming
the darling of upperclass Victorian society. Royalty sought to be

O’Keefe Ale is made in Canada with water from
the mountains and good Canadian grain. So it
tastes clean and clear.
If you'd like to discover why Canadians have
been enjoying O'Keefe for over 100 years, try a
bottle. Just one. Then make your own decision.

Sy

TO HAVE HIS BABY

TT,

BURT REYNOLDS

ep= a

PATERNITY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS BURT REYNOLDS in A GORDON/MOONJEAN/TOKOFSKY PRODUCTION “PATERNITY”
BEVERLY DANGELO NORMAN FELL PAUL DOOLEY ELIZABETH ASHLEY LAUREN HUTTON Executive Producer JERRY TOKOFSKY
Written by CHARLIE PETERS Produced by LAWRENCE GORDON and HANK MOONJEAN Directed by DAVID STEINBERG [ze
DG

Chis shit

i a)

Read the AVON BOOK

Copyright
€ MCMLxxXi by Paramount Pictures Corporation Al Aignis Reseed

pe

NEVE
=

AMC'S SKYLINE 6

BELTWAY PLAZA
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space as this. The film is thoughtprovoking, but rarely didactic. Lumet’s
direction slackens only in the final
half hour, but this is only in comparison to the preceding 2 and % hours.
The character of Danny Ciello is that
perfect combination of a superb actor
receiving a part that is so well written
that he can not help but turn it into
gold.
With all the crap floating around
movie houses these days, it would be
a shame to miss Prince of the City in
favor of such fluff as Only When I
Laugh, Mommie Dearest, So Fine, or
Chu Chu and the Philly Flash. Add
to this that Prince of the City is playing exclusively at the Uptown Theatre,
Washington’s best movie house, and
you have just one more reason to
take the time out to see this film,
one of the best of this or any other
year.
:

put many’ of his friends in jail.
Through it all, the individual officers
knew

the

Prince of the City in/such a limited

giving

looking

in

slowly goes from an honest attempt
to ferret out corruption in the police
force to an all-encompassing witch
hunt.
It is difficult to adequately discuss

away heroin you can move to imposing fines on the pushers that you know
could never be convicted legally or
selling information to felons who are
going to be found innocent anyway
through some legal technicality.
Prince of the City is a story about
guilt and corruption among men who
became police officers for very moral
reasons. As Williams explains, “I always wanted to be one of the good
guys.” This helps to explain not only
why a cop would inform on his
brethren, but also become a member
of

as the only alternative

(2% hours). Lumet and company are

executive than an urban police officer.
Very simply put, they are on the take.
Some of the liberties can be justified as being necessary to getting the
job
done.
You
need informants.
Mostly, they are junkies. If you do
not Kelp them supplied, they will go
someplace else. But the corruption
spreads

suicide

to what they saw as the inevitable disgrace that an inquiry would bring.
The film is not only impressive in
its scope, but in its length as well

Springfield, Va.

by Chris Losee
Special tothe HOYA

Hy
When Chrissie Hynde says, “I was
I a good time / and you can imagine
“how good I am,” she isn’t pretending.
From the time the lights came up
and the band soared into the opening

chords of “The Wait,” The Pretendcapacity

Sunday

night

crowd

in Mc-

standing

on

the edge of their seats. Or, to be
more accurate, dancing all over their

seats, as the number of broken chairs
at the end of the night mutely testi-

fied.

Hynde’s stage presence was nothing
FoR short of electrifying, and the energy
she generated as she sulked, vamped,
A and
bopped
her way through the
‘hour-and-a-half show and two encores could probably make Akron
glow for the next 17 years.
~The
band was uniformly good,
covering their occasional mistakes

and borrowed riffs with driving melo~~

dies and a beat as infectious as herpes.
Martin Chambers’s airborne drum-

sticks and Pete Farndon’s pubescent
proto-punk sneer as he crooned the
backing vocals to “Private Life’ were
touches
of classic Rock ’n’ Roll

~~ mayhem.
But Chrissie Hynde stole the show.
Dressed as she was on the cover of
~ the new album (Pretenders II) in the

frilly white blouse of a New Romantic

a

Sexual sensations

!

characterized as “Provocative explorations of the battles between the
. psycho-sexual narratives.” (‘Rock
’n’ Roll in Hynde Sight,’ the Washington Post, September 29, 1981.)
But though these are love songs, one
should not be fooled by Chrissie’s
stylish New-Romantic
getup.
The
songs on Pretenders Il are even more.
aggressive, concerned with the tough
and bitter sides of love, and bound
to be less commercially appealing
than the first album and the E.P.
Yet among the vast majority of musical pablum that passes for new-popwave, The Pretenders are a cut above.
“I’m special—so special,” says Chrissie. And she’s got my attention.

and her familiar leather pants, Chrissie

and they loved every second. Though
Miss Hynde is known for her aloofness toward concert audiences, this
was not evident, as she not only entertained but mesmerized the crowd.
~ She looked right at me once, I could
have sworn, but this was no doubt
wishful thought of most males in at~_tendance; my companion was con-

vinced that Pete Farndon was staring
at her.
The Pretenders were presented by
American | University, whose
near$50,000
concert
budget
allowed
them to outbid the Cellar Door for
the right to produce the show. Concerts at McDonough
are not produced
by the SEC, said chairman
Eric Franco, due to the committee’s

budget (and the Pre-

Hands up!

than

the

studio

version

on

Some

Girls) and a great power ‘attack in
2

“Black Limousine,”
You.

Super

were “Time

older

a cut off Tattoo
tunes

performed

Is On My Side,” “Let’s

Spend

the

Night

Together,”

“Tum-

Bleed,” and “You Can’t Always Get
What You Want.”
The best moments of the show
came during a killer trio finale of
“Honky Tonk Woman” (so what if
Mick
couldn’t
remember
all the
words?), “Jumping Jack Flash,” and
“Street Fighting Man.” All three were
performed with all the energy the
Stones could muster after two hours
of rock and roll in the hot sun. During
“Jumping Jack Flash,” Jagger raced
backstage
with his wireless mike,
climbed up the scaffolding behind the
huge cloth tapestry flanking the stage,
and tore through it.
Meanwhile, a snorkel truck lifted
its crow’s nest up in front of the tapestry to meet Jagger, who climbed in.
The truck then moved Mick out over
the crowd. He jumped up and down,
cheered, clapped, waved, and blew
‘kisses to his crazed audience. All the
while, Richards and Wood had been
hammering out an impromptu jam
on stage. As the truck swung Mick

aroung

toward

the

stage,

he threw

loads of red and white flowers onto
the crowd below him. He jumped
down to the stage, and finished the
set-as the audience went wild.
The Stones’ predictable encore,
“Satisfaction,” was performed with

equal gusto by the band and the dancing, clapping crowd. After the curtains closed for the second time, fireworks were shot into the air, and following several thundering booms, it
was all over.
But is it over for D.C. Stones fans?
_ Philadelphia was the only official date
scheduled anywhere near Washington.
D.C. is listed in the official Stones
program distributed at JFK for De-

my v house, my Rolls Royce

- my family left me...
what else can

ter

bling Dice,” “Brown Sugar,” “Let It

oy lost my job,

cember

"Hi Dad!’

= location

has

not

been

Charlie Watts sat stoney-faced as usual
behind his stack of drums.
Through a good mix of new and
old material, the oldies always shined.
Highlights of the newer songs were a
fierce guitar battle between Richards
and Wood in “Miss You” (much bet-

Thorogood or Journey fans. Both acts

Stones.

possible

4th,

101-FM,

it

but
is

according

unconfirmed,

to. DC
and

a

Number one on the charts.
>1UNES CONCERT DATES
(may change
October 4
6 or 7
9to 13
17
22
)
24
27
November 1

at any time)
Boulder
Phoenix
L.A.
San Francisco
Dallas
Houston
Atlanta
Orlando

3

Louisville

9to 15
16, 17

N.Y.C.
Cleveland

19

'

Cedar Falls, Iowa

22 to 24
27
30

Chicago
Hartford
Pontiac

December

4

3

Minneapolis

. Washington D.C.
(unconfirmed)
New Orleans
Birmingham

3
6

Dead Live at
Cap Centre
by John Farrar
HOYA

Anyone

who

Staff Writer

went

to the Capital

Centre on Sunday “just to see a concert”
Dead

has probably never
concert. Before the

parking

over

the

been to a
show, the

lot was full of people from all

country partying

talking about

recent

Dead

together,
shows,

and

meeting friends from the last Dead
concert. Then, at about 8 p.m, everyone
decided to go in, ready for
another Dead show-—similar to those
past, but somehow different.
The Dead played very well; they
opened with an excellent version of
“Jackstraw,” and continued through
ten other songs, including “Alabama
Getaway,” “Candyman,” ‘Mexicali

Blues,” “It Must Have Beenthe Roses,”
and “Saint of Circumstances.” There
were. some sound problems early in
the show which made it almost impossible to hear Jerry Garcia, but they

‘continued on page 11

«re COMEDY CAFE

possibly go wrong?”

|

Ever Thursday is “OPEN-MIKE”” NIGHT!
Show Starts at 9 p.m.

FRIDAY: ANDY EVANS, GRANT GOULET,
DAN BRENNER, SONNY
BLACK -M.C.

ee

SATURDAY: ANDY EVANS, GRANT
GOULET, DAN BRENNER,
SAM GREENFIELD -M.C.

1520 K Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C.
+

yearly

the

PHONE:

638-5112
ee

$8,000

as

were greeted with polite but Sporadic
cheers and applause.
I did not arrive in time to hich
Thorogood’s act, but I was informed
by objective listeners upon inquiry
that he was unimpressive. I did, however, arrive in time for Journey, which
was my mistake. This band embodies
just about all of what is' wrong with
rock today. They play unimaginative,
pallid pop unimaginatively, and don’t
belong on the same stage with the
The only interesting point in their
set came when the lead singer announced that two weeks ago Journey
had become the number one rock
band
in the country (presumably
from sales of their fecent release,
“Escape”). The response of the bemused crowd, lukewarm at best, well
benefitted the idiocy of that statement. After their act, several recorded
rock tunes by various artists were
blared
through
the stage speaker
towers. When three tunes by the
Doors were played, the crowd cheered
at least as loudly as they had during
Journey's live set. Also fitting.
After a long, tense crowd buildup
during the set change, the curtains
opened on the Rolling Stones. The
crowd
went
wild
as the group
launched into their opening number,
“Under My Thumb.” It was played

alternately flirted, teased, wooed,
“and. ‘screw-you’’ed the audience—

same

i

the

nastily,

i
mr

Donough

and

Stones of old. Mick Jagger, clad in
white tights and tennis shoes and a
red muscle shirt, quickly proved that
his ‘voice and sexual appeal haven’t
gone with age. He pranced around the
stage like a peacock on speed, axhorting the crowd with great enthusiasm.
Throughout
the
concert,
Ron
Wood
and Keith Richards dueled
with wicked guitar riffs, while bouncing " across the stage. Bill Wyman
played his usual brilliant bass as he
stood motionless stage right, decked
out in a banana-yellow suit, and

er

ers kept

tenders basic fee of $15,000 a night).
Yet, though advertising for the show
was very nearly nonexistent,
the
5,000 tickets sold out over a week in
advance.
True, one doesn’t have to frequent
dangerous nightclubs, listen to obscure radio stations, or even make
the pilgrimmage to the Pub on Wednesday night to have heard the Pretenders. But success has not spoiled
Chrissie who played several songs
from the new album including ‘‘Bad
Boys Get Spanked,” “Message of
Love,” and “Pack it Up,” as well as
adding some new twists to old faves,
such as flashing the finger to the
audience during “Brass in Pocket.”
At times her expressions seemed to
say that she was annoyed with the
band, the audience, the management,
and tlw whole concept of performing; at others, her playfulness showed
through, when she added lyrics like
“pack it up, and if it’s more than I
can carry / send it to Debbie Harry,”
-and when in the middle of “Tattooed
Love Boys,” she boasted:
I was a good time
And you can imagine how good 1
am
At changin’ tires—upstairs, br
I shot my mouth off and you
showed me what that hole was
for.
The Pretenders’ songs have been

superbly

.

in McDonough Concert

by Chris Midura
The Rolling Stones, undeniably the
greatest existing rock and roll band,
returned to the U.S. tour circuit for
the first time in three years with a
full-scale invasion of JFK Stadium in
Philadelphia this past weekend. On
both Friday and Saturday the Stones
packed the enormous relic with over
100,000 fans.
The tour, designed to promote the
Stones’ new album, Tattoo You, will
hit several cities across the country.
Tickets in many cities have already
gone on sale, and have sold out instantly. They have left several dates
in the tour open, have not announced
locations in some cities, and a listing
of Washington as a concert stop remains unconfirmed.
The two opening acts for Mick &
Co. at Philly were George Thorogood
and the Destroyers, and Journey.
These acts were announced long after
tickets had already sold out, so the
crowd was made up of few real

Ca

Rolling Stones Begin Tour of U .S.

Succesful

5

Pretenders
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he arts

BAEZ
JOAN
Sat., Oct. 10,8 p.m.
All Seats Reserved, $10 and $8

The RAMONES
Sun., Oct. 11 at 8 p.m.
All Seats Reserved at $10

Both shows on sale now at all Ticketron locations, Warner

Theatre box office, or call Charge-A-Ticket 202/626-1000.
Service Charge Added to All Phone Orders
©1981 AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP.

OPENING SOON AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
I

The Warner Theatre / 513 13th St., N.W. / Washington
For more information call 202-626-1050
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Billy Joel’s Newest Hits From the Past
by Don Murphy

his

1980

HOYA Arts Editor

did

in.

material

is

long

overdue).

In-

stead, he has taken the rather novel
approach of improving his past tunes
that didn’t quite work out to his liking the first time around. Thus, some
of

his

most

entertaining

songs

are

given a second chance at life and musical success.
All of the songs are culled from

Grateful Dead
from page 10
were soon rectified, and it turned out
to be one of the finest first acts of a
Dead show this reporter has witnessed
in quite

a while.

By the second set, most people
who aren’t into the Dead get. lost.
This is when the real jamming begins
and the band starts to show off. They
opened up the set with “China Cat
Sunflower,”
moving
directly into
“I Know You Rider.” The jam was
very good although the actual transition seemed difficult. The next number was a new song called “Women
Are Smarter.” It's got a very good
beat, and will probably become a concert favorite for the group.
They continued with “He’s Gone,”
which soon evolved into ‘‘Truckin’.”
The crowd was led to sing along with
this, the definitive Dead song. Mickey
Hart and Bill Kreutzmann then performed a very powerful percussion
jam featuring Hart’s mammoth drum
set, The Beast.”
As the rest of the band returned,
they engaged in a “Space Jam’’ which
evolved

into

a very

spirited

“Wharf

Rat.” They ended the show with a
rowdy “Goody Lovin’.”’
As the show ended, the house was
set ablaze with the tiny flames of
matches and lighters. These were the
usual guesses on the encore song. But
it turned out to be “It’s All Over Now,
Baby Blue,” a Bob Dylan song which

goes back

to the Dead’s early years.

It surprised most, but surprises are
always part of a Dead show.
The band seemed to be in good
spirits,

and

it showed

in their

music.

Both Garcia and Weir were excellent
vocally and musically. The entire band
seemed to put in an extra effort to
entertain the crowd. The Dead and
their legions of fans move on, but this
will be remembered as one of the
standout shows of their tour.

album.

They

his

were

bum

not

all

recorded at the same concert, or indeed in the same place. The album
does not even comprise a single performance.

Instead,

each

song

has

come from a different concert in a
different city; a couple from Boston,
a pair from Philly, two songs from
his native Madison Square Garden
in New York, and ever two songs
sung at the Bayou here in D.C. Since
the

audience

does

not

play

a major

role in any of the songs (usually they
are just barely audible) where they
were recorded only becomes important in terms of atmosphere. As Joel
himself states in the liner notes, some
songs naturally sound better in a
huge auditorium, while some increase
in quality at a small bar like the
Bayou.

The

only

notable

flaw

to songs

done

before

that time,

that is, those from his first four com-

Glass

in the al-

bum is the conspicuous absence of
several tunes one might have liked to

have heard done live. Although some
really great songs like “Captain Jack”

Billy*Joel’s New Smash
and “Say Goodybye to Hollywood”
appear, others, like “The Entertainer”
and ‘Piano Man’ do not. Joel explains

that

songs

like

these

sound

pretty much the same as they do in
their original forms, “so why make
carbon copies?” I still would have
enjoyed hearing them.
Since most of his work became
familiar after his success with The
Stranger, Joel has limited this new al-

mercially released albums. Most of
the tunes, therefore, are pop ballads
and slow, melodic love songs. The: album starts off with “Miami 2017,” a
science-fiction song which is unlike
any of his others. Other really good
songs include the long, lyrical “Captain Jack” (a favorite of the Pub
crowd) and the Mexican-influenced
“Los-Angelenos.”
“The
Ballad
of
Billy the Kid,” perhaps his best song,
for the sheer force of its lyrics and
music, is also here, and it is breathtaking. It is also the only song which
enjoys audible audience participation.
As Joel writes on the album cover, he
is not trying to portray a typical con-

cert, and therefore he has tried to
minimize audience noise, stage jokes,
etc. The single from the album, “Say
Goodbye to Hollywood,” is a song
that was almost a big hit ten years
ago. (It later was, though not for
Joel.) With its Phil Spector “wall of
sound” and its instruments completely

surrounding

the listener

with

mu-

sic, it should finally be a hit now.
Of further note to the Billy Joel
devotee is the inclusion of two songs
from his first album, Cold Spring
Harbor. That album was originally
released though recorded at the wrong
speed. It flopped and is now a soughtafter collector’s item. At least this
time the tunes turned out all right.
One of these songs, “She’s Got a
Way” is among the most beautiful
songs Joel has ever written.
The album cover is nicely constructed, and is his first to open up—
revealing

a selection

of

HOYA

Associate Editor

“You'll laugh till you cry,’ promise
the
advertisements
for
Neil
Simon’s latest film, Only When [
Laugh.
A more accurate prognostication
would be, “You’ll yawn till you nod
off.” Only When I Laugh is a wan,
tedious

attempt

populated
speak

at

comedy-drama

by : plastic

flawless

people

who

scriptwriterese.

It

is

incapable of provoking any kind of
emotion in a movie audience.
Marsha Mason’s latest incarnation
in a Simon film is Georgia Hines, a

Providing lacklustre support are
Joan Hackett and James Coco as
Hines’ friends, a bit-part actor and a
fading glamour queen neurotically
obsessed with preserving her fleeting
youth, respectively.
Simon,

who

not

only

wrote

but

also co-produced the film, adapted
the script from an obscure play of
his called The Gingerbread Lady. The
dialogue is hopelessly stagy, and devoid of any memorable lines. Simon’s
idea of wit is exemplified by the following scene: during a relapse in her
alcoholism,
Hines, beaten
up by a

ruffian she meets in a bar, limps to a

friend’s apartment nursing a badly
briused eye. A horrified James Coco
suggests that she seek medical attention. “I already have,” quips Hines.
“While I was lying on the sidewalk a
dog licked me.”
Coco’s character finds this unbearably plucky and humorous. The audience found it unbearably trite.
So never mind what Simon and
his publicity agents say; if you still
have any inclination to catch this
film, either sneak in through the fire
exit, or wait until it come to the CBS
late night movie as the lead-in for
Kojak.

sooner

the

has

Hines

returned

and

unpacked

sanatorium

her luggage

than her life is beset with

improbable
complications.
Hines’
teenage daughter, Kristy McNichol,
whom Hines in the past has’ abandomed to the care of ‘het fdther, now
wants

to

move

in

with

mom

to

es-

tablish a filial relationship. In addition, a former boyfriend, playwright
David Dukes, wants Hines to star in
his latest work, a biographical account of their stormy relationship
and Hines’ mental and physical collapse. Mason’s character lacks the
good sense to turn down either proposition, and what follows is predictable.

pace set Thursday

continued

You won’t laugh.

featured

Fri-

by

the

Sneer

which

are

just a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Paramount Pictures Presents A FRANK YABLANS Production
+A Film by FRANK PERRY

FAYE DUNAWAY MOMMIE DEAREST"
STEVE FORREST: DIANA SCARWID
: MARA HOBEL: Original Music by HENRY MANCINI
Executive Producers DAVID KOONTZ and TERENCE ONEILL-Based upon the book by

CHRISTINA CRAWFORD Screenplay by FRANK YABLANS & FRANK PERRY
and TRACY HOTCHNER and ROBERT GETCHELL- Produced by FRANK YABLANS

_____ Directed
by FRANK PERRY «
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transport system.
This system guides the tape
past your deck’s tape head. It must

polyolefin wafers help precisionmolded hubs dispense and

do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex.

NOW SHOWING AT THESE THEATRES
AMC’S CARROLLTON 6
New Carrollton, Md.

DUPONT CIRCLE
1332 Conn. Ave.,

NW.

FAIR CITY MALL

FLOWER TWINS

Fairfax, Va.

Silver Spring, Md.

HAMPTON MALL

K-B BARONET WEST

Largo, Md.

Bethesda, Md.

K-B CERBERUS
3040 M St., NW.

K-B CONGRESSIONAL 5
Rockville, Md.

NTI BUCKINGHAM

ROTH'S AMERICANA

Arlington, Va.

Annandale, Va.

ROTH'S TYSONS CORNER 5

VILLAGE MALL

McLean, Va.

Gaithersburg, Md.

Roller precision is critical.

The new Memorex tape transport system is precision engi-

neered to exacting tolerances.
. Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pres-

sure: firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to
© 1981, Memorex

Our unique ultra-low-friction
gather tape silently and uniformly,

METAL IV, don't forget the importance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head.

And remember: getting it there

play after play. Even after 1,000
is half the fun.
plays.
In fact, our new
Memorex cassette will always
deliver true
sound reproduction, or we'll
replace it. Free.
Of course, reproduction that trie TALC
and that enduring
owes a lot to PerEl!
mapass ™ our extraor-

dinary new binding
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage album.

But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH

BIAS II, normal bias MRX | or

Corporation, Santa Clara, California 95052, U.S.A

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

last

weekend

that

he

a product

of three

editors

anyway.
Toodles till next week ....and
don’t forget—the LSAT’s are tomorrow—your turn for revenge on all of
those obnoxious pre-laws!!

If you think “pads and rollers”are
dramatically reduce wear.

Sneer is almost

stayed home. Now, we hope he’ll ask
one of his many followers to GU
homecoming, instead of leaving a trail
of broken hearts across New South
Sudah
Mike Smith was thrilled with
last week’s Sneer—he even mailed a
copy
home
to his mom.... The
Sneer is disappointed with, but not
surprised at, the lack of originality
demonstrated by our SFSers. The
only
clear
winner in last weeks
“Name the Intercultural Center Contest” was the often mentioned ‘‘Peter’s Palace.” Now Peter’s Pleasure
Palace is another possibility entirely.
Do you have any suggestions for
the
Sneer—scandal,
slander,
libel,
dirt? If so, send all vicious gossip to
the Sneer, HOYA Station Box 2238
or simply drop it off at the HOYA
office, Copley Basement. This may
be your chance for fame and fortune.
After all, more people read the Sneer
than the Voice Free classifieds...

. Faye Dunaway is Joan Crawford.
A star...alegend...and a mother...
The illusion of perfection.

Pads and rollers are key components of a cassette’s tape

in the

as chic as being seen in the pub, she
wrote LL. We hear that Bill Malin
is miffed because he doesn’t know
anyone
in the
Sneer—maybe
he
shouldn’t advertise his social limitations . . . Steve Sukow was so cowed

day night. Businesswoman-to-be Nita
Crowley hosted a wine and cheese
party for all of the aspiring beautiful people of the SBA. The fare consisted of varied wines and cheeses,
and the talk was strictly stock market... Susie Argyle celebrated her
med school acceptance with a party
at her Virginia home. We hear that
the ice cream cake was divine . ..
Mary McBride and Noree Hathaway
win the “Most Obscure Music at a
Party Award” for their gathering on
37th Street Friday. It really wasn’t
their fault that the majority of par-

(A visitor from Mars, judging from
this film, would be hard-pressed to
say which of these maladies earthlings consider more serious.)
No

Being

As the semester gets tough, the
tough keep partying, providing the
Sneer with no shortage of slander.
Last week’s action started Thursday
night in the pub. We hear that all the
right people were there, including
Peg Sicilano, who was last seen orbiting Healy Basement at midnight. . .
The

noted stage actress recuperating from
a bout with alcoholism and obesity.

from

Billy Joel —Now
tiers were from 4th Healy of 1978-79.

It Hurts Only When You’ re Bored
Greg Kitsock

Billy Joel —Then

photographs

from the early days. A four page
booklet that includes the most complete credits I’ve ever seen, letters
from Joel and producer Phil Ramone,
and comments from Joel regarding
each of the songs, are included in the
package.
Songs in the Attic is an excellent
album. It’s neither new, nor old, live,
or studio. It’s unique, and should
delight the Billy Joel follower and
the casual listener alike. Maybe you
can ‘‘go back to the green” after all.

123us dy}

new

Houses

tour which he

with

§ D

The boy from Oyster Bay, Long
Island, has done it again. Billy Joel's
new album, Songs in The Attic, is an
exuberant
revival of some of his
greatest songs, pulled out of their
wrappers, dusted off, and revitalized
with live performances and audiences.
Joel hasn’t tried his hand at creating
new musical masterpieces (although
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Union Rolls Over
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Men’s Cross Country
Off And Running

~ Hoyasln Opener
by Tom

Begley

HOYA Sports Staff
Union
halfback
Don
Huttner
rushed for 78 yards and two touchdowns as the Union College Dutch‘men thrashed the Georgetown Hoyas,
21-0, in the Hilltop season opener

~ last Saturday

at Kehoe Field. Under

freshman quarterback Dan Stewart,
Union was sharp and aggressive after
last week’s 14-14 tie with Rochester.
On the other hand, the Hoyas were a
major
disappointment,
beaten at
both ends of the field on this long,
~ long day.

no

~

Georgetown’s

offense

was

as ef-

fective as a Student Senate meeting
on this day, rushing for a meager 42
yards the whole afternoon. The first
half featured veteran Bobby Gerard
at the helm, but the Union game was
not one of his career’s greatest high-

lights. On the Hoyas’ first possession,
Gerard fumbled the snap. Union
took the ball at the GU 30 and scored
four plays later. The PAT sailed wide
left, but the Dutchmen had a 6-0
lead—a lead they would never give up.
The second period showed no appreciable change, as the Hoyas could
do nothing but “1-2-3-punt.”’ Union
added their second score of the afternoon at the 6:39 mark, capping off a
long drive with Huttner’s 3 yd. scamper. The two-point run by Stewart
left him untouched, and the Blue and
Gray found themselves down 14-0 at
intermission.
Transfer Mike Boland came off
the bench to replace Gerard in the
third quarter, to the surprise of many

: Pete Meier’s
\

at the game. However, Coach Scotty
Glacken firmly asserted that “Bobby
(Gerard) was not benched. At that
point of the game, we needed a
stronger passing attack, and Boland
is stronger. That’s why we went to
Mike.” Boland was more effective
than Gerard and began to move the
team during one brief drive, hitting
RB Dave Ficca on 17 and 13-yard
passes. But interceptions took their
toll and the Hoyas went nowhere.
‘Union’s final score of the afternoon came at 3:15 in the third quarter when Don Stewart capped off a
UC drive with a one yard plunge.
The kick was true, and the Dutchmen led 21-0. Only brilliant interceptions by Alex Poulos and Mike Quinland

prevented

a Dutchmen

by Pat Tadie
HOYA Sports Staff

AMES LINDLEY

i,
Ba

blowout

Union RB “smells” his way to the end zone.

in the fourth period. “When you
don’t go after people aggressively,”
Glacken commented after the game,
“the final score will usually be 21-0.

We’ didn’t

sisted). When notified of the honor,
Corcoran replied, “It doesn’t mean
anything to me. You give me all this
‘Jim Corcoran, two-time All-America’
crap, but if we don’t win, it doesn’t
matter anything at all. It’s a team
game, so. as far as I’m concerned T
played like s--.”
.
The past three years have seen
Corcoran snatch victory after victory from Duquesne, the next opponent on the Hoyas’ slate. It is
hoped that history will repeat itself
as the Hoyas struggle fer a .500
record.
Glacken looked forward to tomorrow’s
match
with
Duquesne:
‘“(Tomorrow), you will see a much
better
Georgetown
football
team
because
anybody
who
makes
it
through this week of practice will
be a much better football player.”

rise to the occasion. We

have the talent to play much better.”
It is important to note that Union
won this game as much as the Hoyas

lost it. Winning coach Joe Wirth gave
a majority of the credit to his offensive line, saying they had done an
“excellent job.” QB Stewart agreed,
adding, “Anybody could have run
through the holes they opened up
for me.” For Stewart, it was his first
collegiate
game,
replacing
starter
Dan Johnston, out with a broken elbow. Leading a 295 yard rushing attack and completing 50 percent of
his passes is a good way to get a
collegiate career off the ground.
Jim

Corcoran

fensively,

with

proved

13

strong

tackles

[Intramurals

de-

(unas-

News

Early Bird Results, Touch Football In Stride
For the six teams that made it to
the Early Bird Basketball finals Tuesday, their respective games were a fitting conclusion

to a hard-fought

tour-

nament.
On court one, Sth Darnall rallied
to grab the Women’s championship
from a scrapping 3rd New South, 22-

19. Lead by team

captain and high-

scorer Lisa Cahil (11pts.), 5th Darnall’s sticky defense set up the fast
break and an early lead.
Behind the shooting of Jenny Pell
(8pts.) and Sue Howard (4pts.) 3rd
New South gained the lead in the sec19-16.
However,
they
ond
half,
scored not one more point. Beth Defriedes (8pts.), of 5th Darnall, sank a
‘pair of clutch free-throws and then
hit from the field, making it 20-19.
Sth Darnall then went into a stall offense, scoring one more basket.
In the Open championship, High
‘Speeds ran off the first six points
against Law
division champs, the
Amazing Vegematics. They never relinquished the advantage. The final
score was 56-46, as the Veggies were

forced

to foul in an effort to draw

even. Leading the way for the winners
were Bill Clark (18 pts.), Bill Fessler
(15pts.), and Bob Gregg (14pts.).
Dave Flores (19 pts.) kept the Veggies
in the game with his inside muscle.

Jeff Campini added another 14 points
for the vanquished.

In the fast-breaking, court-pounding
Undergraduate
championship,
3606 (37th St.) +1 out-paced Dorm
quickness and hustle garnered them
a 21-20 half-time lead. In the second °
half, however. “+1,” with its height
and
experience,
drew
inexorably
away. Time after time, “+1” went inside to Chris O’Meara (13pts.) and
Fred Keefe (12pts.). Sixth Darnall
pulled off a six point play (a basket,
foul-shot,

:

bi

wT:

technical foul, and another

a name for themselves, reached the
Independent
finals, edging Johnny
Del Mastro, 35-28. 3601+1, however,
had their number in the finals, 30-21,
thus taking the title.

third place behind defending champion Marquette and the host Irish.
Senior co-captain John Gregorek, a

i

"track All-American and an Olympian,
was the overall winner, covering the

When the men’s Cross Country
team
began
worksouts
this year,
‘Coach Joe Lang was optimistic that
the squad was going to be very good.
After a ‘‘quite satisfying’ weekend
last week, Lang is still looking forward to the team being one of the
best in Georgetown’s history. Five
runners participated in the National
Catholic
Championships, at Notre
Dame last Friday, while the freshman team, although losing to George
Mason’s varsity on Saturday, ran
well.

At Notre

Dame

the Hoyas

five-mile course in the record time
of 24:08. Senior co-captain Phil
Reilly was fourth (24:47),
while
John Eberle and sophomore Ed Healy,
both
fighting leg injuries, placed
12th and
15th, respectively. John

Lawrence
with

Lawrence
had been
staying with
Healy in pre-season workouts. “This
was our first race,” the coach noted,
“and it didn’t turn out the way I
hoped it would.”

took

. The
loss against Maryland
was
their last, however. In single elimina-

The Georgetown

women’s volley-

ball team swept by Catholic and
Maryland-Baltimore County in double-header action last Tuesday, boosting their record thus far to 12-4. Last
night, the GU netters faced Howard
and UMBC in the home opener at

McDonough

Arena. The results, how-

ever, were not available at press time.
The 16 team invitational was no
cakewalk for the Hoyas, who dealt
with the likes of perennial powers
Temple and Maryland. Facing Temple in the first match of the weekend,
the Blue and Gray fell in two straight,
15-10, 15-11. A subsequent sweep of
New Hampshire (15-11, 15-0) set the
Hoyas against Maryland in Saturday
morning’s tilt. But the Terps proved
too
tough,
defeating Georgetown
15-3, 15-12. The loss knocked GU
back to third in the four team subbracket,

and

things

did

not

look

bright for the team’s chances.

tion play later that day, Georgetown
overpowered a gritty Syracuse game
in three: 4-15, 15-5, and 15-8. Quarterfinal action saw the Hoyas easily
defeat West Virginia, 15-7, 15-4.
The final four in the tourney lined
up as follows: Georgetown vs. Temple, Rutgers vs. Maryland. While the
pre-tournament favorite, Rutgers, fell
to the Tetrapins, the Hoyas reversed
their earlier loss to Temple by knocking the Philadelphians out of the finals, 15-10, 15-2. The finals went
three games, as the Hoyas and Terps
split the first two in close games. By
the third, what hope of a GU victory
seemed nearly lost. But down 14-2,
after eight
straight
championship
points, Georgtown pulled off a near
miracle to upset the vaunted Maryland
squad, 16-14. It was the first victory
in a ‘major tournament for Georgetown since
1978,
and
marked
a,
major upset in the tournament.

Law School competition saw Levine overwhelm Schot Sophs, 58-22.
Amazing Vegematics once again pureed their opponent, this time Sam’s
Dongs, 47-28; they then brushed
aside Levine in their finals match.

In the Open Division, Med I left

basket), to cut the final margin to
two points, in favor of 3606+1. Sixth
Darnall’s. leading scorers were John
Hick (13 pts.), Ronnie Cossets (6
pts.), and Jim King (5 pts.).
In other IM news, the deadline
for racquetball and squash is Thursday, October 8.
Results from the games leading up
to Tuesday’s play-offs were as follows: In the Dorm Division 2nd Harbin outpaced 2nd New North, 37-31.
Sixth Darnall stopped 6th Harbin 4128, going on to beat 2nd Harbin, 3525. In the other half of the draw,
2nd Darnall annihilated a. weak 4th
Harbin, 45-2-; they then dispatched
1st Darnall, 32-18. First Darnall had
previously crushed 4th Darnall, 3419. In the Dorm finals, 6th Darnall
defeated 2nd Darnall, 35-25.
3606+1
outplayed Playeros, 4231; they then overpowered Porterfield Power, 41-36. Untitled, making

the Twilight Zone in shock, 50-21;
they then amputated the Orphans’
hopes,
30-22.
Against
the
High
Speeds, the Good Guys turned bad,
falling 44-29. In the finals, High
Speeds left Med I in their tracks,
44-34. .
Fifth Darnall reached the Women’s
finals by topping lst Copley, 25-13.
The other finalist, 3rd New South
smashed ICN, 36-5.
Touch Football continued at full
stride. Ninth Harbin’s overtime victory, 16-14, over 4th Healy highlighted Dorm action. In other games;
6th Darnall passed 4th Harbin, 14-6.
Eighth Harbin held off 2nd New
North, 13-7. Second Darnall felled
2nd Harbin, 12-7. Second New North
scraped by 4th Harbin, 7-6, while
6th Darnall upset 2nd Copley, 8-0’
Wrecking Crew chalked up two
victories this week, shutting out Nads
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Plus, 13-0 and destroying A.C. Losers,
25-2. Nads Plus dropped another one,
this time to Good Guys, 16-2. Violaters slipped by Enforcers, 7-6.
In the Men’s Open division, Cannons blew away Drillers, 13-0. ATA
squashed Squamous, 19-0. Hospital
shot down Pelicans, 21-6.

Strong defense characterized Women’s action this week. Teem crocked
5th Copley, 2-0. Fifth Harbin beat
Cajun
Country,
6-0.
Third
New
North smashed 3rd New South, 16-0.
Second New South wrenched
the
Wenches, 8-0. Fifth Darnall routed
3rd Loyola, 6-0.

twenty. Bob Cooper, a New Jerseyite,
took charge of the band during the
1974-75 season, and laid the foundation for what has today become a
well-rounded assemblage. Cooper revived the Band’s role in basketball
games and imposed some structure
on
the amorphous group. During
Cooper’s two reign, eight people trav-

win in a hostile arena, and hopped
right back onto the bus for the return trip to Washington. They spent
18 of 24 hours on a bus—and this
was in the middle of mid-terms.
Kate
Montier, President during
1979-80, and Jackie Cook, the 198081 President, oversaw the steady expansion of the Band. The Pep Band
had become a regular part of the McDonough Gym hoop scene, and the
Concert ‘Band, though playing before a much smaller audience, could
boast of close to 50 members. Taking
nothing away from dedicated alumni
like trumpeters Burke Wong, Paul
Skyropoulus, and Ron Umbeck, percussionist Rich Becker, saxophonist
Doug Scharre, and clarinet player
Paul Konort,
each year the Band
could rely more and more on undergraduates. Don Polese and Karl Hofman have inherited a healthy, thriving organization.
As fans prepare themselves for another year of the Band’s popular jazz,
swing, Big Band, and school music,
the Band itself is preparing for two

out the scoring

place, which as a disap-

pointment to Lang. Lang said that

V-Ball Boasts 14-4 Record
Special to the HOYA

rounded

a 39th

Frank McConville led the freshman team at George Mason, placing:
fifth, while John Sullivan and Jim
Gregorek placed sixth and eighth, respectively. Kevin King, who has had
a bout of illness for a month, was in
the lead after two miles, but Land
had him drop out. King, who ran a
4:07 mile in high school, is being
brought along slowly by Lang.

Lang,

after

observing

the week-

end, said that he was satisfied. “I
was a little disappointed that we
didn’t win, but after Saturday I was
quite satisfied.”
Lang has good reason for both his
satisfaction and optimism so far this
year. His team has much experience,
with performers such as Gregorek,
Reilly, and Eberle, and it has more
depth than in previous years. “We
have 10 to 12 good cross country
runners,” Lang stated, ‘“‘and we have
better depth because of our incoming
freshman. King is a good runner.
Lloyd
Gellineau,
the top steeplechaser in the nation as a high schooler
last year, is coming off a knee problem, and Gregorek and McConville
also have good potential, as does
John Sullivan.”
With this year’s potential, Lang
has been approaching the season differently from previous years. “We're
not just running through this season,
we’re training for it. We've already
run some track intervals and a long
hill workout.” Most of the varsity
runners have been running twice per
day, averaging 70 to 80 miles per
week. Morning runs of three miles
are followed by the /regular daily
workouts. The Varsity runners average about 12 miles per day, using
Sunday as a long-distance run (1315 miles).
Lang

has a casual approach

to sum-

mer running. “I just tell them to
come back in good shape,” the coach
said. “We have three seasons during
the

school

year,

so

they

need

some

rest. I usually don’t have to push
them,
though, because they push
themselves. The runners know how
good they can be, so I don’t have to
motivate them too much.”
With the experience and the depth
of this year’s squad, along with all
the runners continually pushing each
other, coach Lang has good reason to
be optimistic.

The Georgetown Hoya Band: A Hit, But Not Overnight
by Bill Ferraro
HOYA Asst.

Sports Editor

An often heard, but infrequently
publicized, success story of the past
eight years is that of the Georgetown
University

Band.

Composed

mainly

of undergraduates with a handful of
grad students and a sprinkling of
alumni, this group has enlivened in-

one considers -that Georgetown does
not grant credits: for music, have a
Music Department or a full-time director, the achievements of the band
become even more luminous.
In the heyday of Georgetown football the University fielded a full
marching

unit.

The

marching

band

“disbanded” when football was abolished in 1951. However, the concert
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go

numerable
football and basketball
games as well as many other University gatherings. Besides functioning
as the Pep Band, these same people
comprise the Georgetown Concert
Band, an ensemble playing an average
of one concert per semester. When

band continued the tradition of organized music on campus. Jim Lunsford, currently the head of the Fairfax County High School Music Department, joined this ensemble in
1962,

and

has

been

its director

ever

since. The Concert Band plays a vari-

ety of show tunes, classical music,
and marches. Last year this group
played a fall “Pops Concert in the
Hall of Nations and a joint-concert
with
Bucknell
University
in the
spring. A similar Pops Concert has
been scheduled for this November.
Although it is sometimes lost in the
shuffle, the Concert unit forms the
backbone of the more visible Georgetown Pep Band.
h
The 1981-82 version of the GU
Band is headed by Don Polese, a
junior Government major in the CAS,
and Karl Hofmann, a junior in the
SFS. Both are trumpet players. They
handle the administrative details of
the organization while sharing the director’s position in the Pep Band. Primarily a student-run group, the Band
receives an annual budget for music
and equipment from the SAC as well
as remuneration from the Athletic
Department for its playing at sporting events. Bolstered by exposure
incident to the success of the basketball team, the Band has grown t6 70
members. They practice twice a week
for two hours. Incredible as it sounds,
the band (as presently known by the
University community) did not exist
nine years ago.
After a small group performed at
the NIT in 1970, the Georgetown
Pep Band took a four year hiatus
from basketball games. They still performed at football games, but lackluster squads and loose internal organization kept their number below

eled

to West

Virginia for an ECAC

play-off game, beginning the Band’s
nomadic
custom
of following the
basketball team around the Eastern
part of the country. Under his leadership the Band remained an ongoing
concern, but still had difficulty attracting more than twenty regular
players.
The 1977-78 season was the catalyst year for the Pep Band. Ken

Mintz was the President. He, and the
group,

interest

benefitted

from

the growing

of the Athletic Department

and Coach Thompson. Seen as positive contributors to crowd enthusiasm, the Band was moved from seats
in the McDonough Gym balcony to
the lower stands behind the scorer’s
table. The group grew, averaging 2030 players per game. Trips to the

Holiday

Festival

in Madison

Square

Garden and to Dayton, Ohio for a
NIT contest were highlights of the
season. The Dayton odyssey was particularly memorable for band members. A ten player group, centered

around

long-time

drummer

John

Rowney, endured a nine hour bus
ride, played for an emotional Hoya

big moves. The first is an on-campus
move

to

a

new

many

years

the

practice
Band

has

hall.

For

rehearsed

in Gaston Hall, storing their equipment in the Old North Tower directly behind that auditorium. Renovation to this area, and the Band’s outgrowing its storage space, has necessitated transfer to McNair Hall in
New North. This move should occur
sometime in the next month. Peter

Barton, the Band’s SAC laison, is
currently finalizing administrative details.
The Band’s other significant move
is from McDonough Gym to the Capital Centre. Logistics, such as time

needed
seating

to transport equipment and
arrangements,

loom

as poten-

tial obstacles. Since seating capacity
has
been
increased
fourfold,
the
Band hope that last year’s seating
crunch behind the basket can be alleviated. As for the increased time
commitment, the Band accepts it as
a way to show their appreciation of
the enthusiastic support they have received, and still receive, from the Athletic Department and Coach Thompson.

Commenting

on

the

Capital

Centre move Don Polese said: “To a
person the Band is excited about
playing in Capital Centre. We better
be becasue we’re going to need everyone we can get to fill that place with
sound.
2
The Georgetown University Band
has come a long way in a short time.
They have successfully retained quality and spirit while adding quantity
to the group’s chemistry. The Jazz
Band, a Band offshoot run by sophomore Bob Bolland, symbolizes the
unit’s growing size, and more importantly, commitment to music. With
its nucleus of alumni, and ever expanding layers of undergraduate talent, the Band can justifiably hope for
bigger and better thines in the future.
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